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DISSIPATION IN THE HELIUM II EILM

ABSTRACT

The theories that have heen presented to explain the

properties of liquid helium are reviewed. The existence

of vortex lines and their importance to the dissipation in

helium II are emphasised leading to a summary of the theories

on dissipation in helium II. Attention is paid to the

thermal fluctuation theories and to the resulting radical

shift of emphasis on the idea of a critical superfluid

velocity. The experimental results of measurements in

narrow channels are abstracted and it is shown that support

for the theories on vortex line equilibrium has been found

and that the ideas from the thermal fluctuation theories can

be validated. The properties of the helium II film are

summarized; observed changes in flow rates, inertial

oscillations occurring via film flow and the application of

dissipation theories to film flow are discussed.

The experimental system is described. The film flow

monitored was initiated through the initial run-in to

equilibrium and through changing the chemical potential

difference across the experimental beaker by applying a

time-dependent voltage across one of the two capacitors that

formed the liquid helium reservoirs. A detailed analysis

of the accuracy of the experimental results is given.



The measured inertial oscillations were found to be in

agreement with theoretical predictions. The flow rates were

dominated by flow steps. No pattern in these steps was

evident; there was a peak in their distribution at a super-

fluid velocity of 25 cm sec \ and no evidence for ^either a

critical superfluid velocity or forbidden flow rates. No

evidence was found to support dissipative functions of the

f0rmS ^ Vb) or 13P (v-03/i • Restricting
the data to those when the velocity was a monotonic function

of the driving force, supported Langer and Eeppy's proposal

that vortex lines parallel to the free surface are the

dissipative mechanism in helium II film flow.

It is suggested that the very small volume of the

annular cylinder formed by the helium film in the region

of the beaker where dissipation was dominant may account for

the difference between these results and those reported by

other researchers.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Helium was the last of the so-called "permanent" gases

to he liquefied. This was achieved by Kammerlingh Onnes in

1908. An investigation of the state properties of liquid

helium was expected to yield routine results demonstrating

the validity of the classical theory of matter down to the

lowest attainable temperatures: the helium atom was predicted

to behave like the hard sphere of the classical kinetic

theory. The Dutch school under Kammerlingh Onnes began to

measure the properties of helium and were surprised to

discover departures from the predicted behaviour. In 1911

measurements showed that as the temperature was lowered, the

liquid density passed through a sharp maximum at 2.2K.

Further experiments confirmed this behaviour, and further

anomalies near 2.2K were noted, for example, discontinuities

in the expansion coefficient and in the specific heat. The

variation of the dielectric constant with temperature was so

different above and below 2.2K, that Keesom and Wolfke

divided liquid helium into two phases, labelling the higher

temperature region helium I and the lower temperature region

helium II (Wolfke & Keesom, 1928). The kinetic properties of

helium I were found to be readily explicable in terms of

classical theory, while helium II exhibited unique properties

which entranced experimenters in the 1930's and continue to

fascinate workers in the field of liquid helium.
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The phase diagram for helium is illustrated in Figure I.i.

The helium atom is the smallest among the group of inert

elements. Consequently, the attractive forces between the

atoms are very weak. The critical point (5.2K, 2.26 atmospheres'

pressure) and the normal boiling point are lower than for other

substances. It can also be seen that there is no triple point

for helium and that helium under its own vapour pressure remains

liquid down to 0 K. As classical theory expects all gases to

solidify by 0 K this is indicative of the zero-point energy

working to oppose the attractive van der Waals' forces. The

zero-point energy is a quantum effect for, by quantum mechanics,

any body with kinetic energy trapped within a box (such as an

helium atom confined by the potential cage of its neighbours)

will have an energy of at least where L is the inter¬

atomic spacing. Because the helium atom has such a small mass,

the contribution of the zero-point energy is relatively large,

with the result that the molar volume for liquid helium is

three times larger than that calculated solely form the van der

Waals' forces.

The transition temperature between the two phases is known

as the lambda - point, named after the characteristic shape of

the specific heat curve of liquid helium as it goes from

helium I to helium II. The most obvious manifestation of the

transition is the change in the appearance of the liquid from

the agitated, bubbling liquid of helium I to the suddenly

quiescent liquid of helium II. This is due to the remarkably

high thermal conductivity of helium II, making it impossible

to set up a temperature gradient which would allow boiling to

a
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take place and so all evaporation occurs from the surface

of the liquid. Though the exact nature of the transition is

still unresolved, measurements of thermodynamic quantities

indicate that the transition is at least of the second order

according to the Pippard classification (where the latent

heat is continuous and there are discontinuities in the

specific heat and the expansion coefficient) (Wilks, 1967 >

chapter 11; Keller, 1969a, chapter 7; Pippard, I960 ;

Kadonoff et al, 1967 )•

Some of the unusual kinetic properties of helium II

were discovered in the late 1930's. The most remarkable

is the vanishingly small viscosity of helium II which led

to its being designated a "superfluid". This was discovered

independently in 193® 6y Kapitza and by Allen & Misener

measuring the rate of flow through very narrow channels

(Kapitza, 193® j Allen & Misener, 1938 j Allen & Misener, 1939).

However, measurements of the viscosity by two other standard

methods, the damping of an oscillating disc and the drag

on a rotating cylinder yielded results more in accord with

those expected of a classical gas (Keesom & Macwood, 1938 ;

Woods & Hollis Hallet, 1963 ). Another property of helium II

known as the fountain effect was also discovered in 1938

(Allen & Jones, 1938 ). If a vessel is connected to a bath

of liquid helium II by a very narrow channel or "superleak"

(which allows the passage of helium II, but through which

helium I cannot flow because of its viscosity), then increasing

the temperature of the helium II within the vessel with respect

to the bath will cause the level inside the vessel to rise.
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Measurements of this thermomechanical effect showed that at

any temperature below 2.2K, the difference in temperature

was proportional to the difference in pressure as deduced from

the change in height of the level of liquid in the vessel.

The reverse effect, the mechanothermal effect, whereby flow

out of a vessel via a superleak resulted in an increase in

temperature within the vessel was discovered the following

year (Daunt & Mendelssohn, 1959a).

It was also in the late 1950'3 that the first attempts

at establishing a theory for liquid helium were made.

P. London pointed out in 195® that, since the helium atoms

were bosons, the A-point transition might be related to the

phenomenon of Bose-Einstein condensation (London, E, 1938a;

1938b; 1939 )• If Bose-Einstein statistics are applied to

an ideal gas in order to evaluate the average number of atoms

per unit volume having a particular energy (or being in a

particular momentum state), then it is found that the total

number of atoms per unit volume, N, can be expressed as the

sum of two terms, one of which gives the average occupation

of the zero momentum state, n^ . If the temperature drops
below a value T^ (= 3«14K), then a finite fraction of the
atoms will occupy the ground state of zero momentum i.e.

there is a sudden condensation of atoms into the ground state

at temperatures below T^ with the fraction in the ground
state given by

A-



The treatment of liquid helium as a gas has some

justification, for the molar volume of liquid helium is

larger than is usual for most liquids and the potential field

in which the atoms move hardly changes until the atom approaches

within one atomic diameter of a neighbouring atom. Moreover,

the temperature dependence of the viscosity of helium I

resembles that of a gas, not a liquid. The model of a Bose-

Einstein gas does have some features which are in qualitative

agreement with the experimental results for liquid helium,

and considerable attention has been paid to building a better

model for liquid helium using interacting bosons (Josephson,

1972 , Hohenberg & Martin, 1965 ). The aspects which are

difficult to account for, even by allowing for some distortion

of the condensation phenomenon by the interatomic forces

between the helium atoms, are the temperature dependence of

the specific heat and the theimodynamically third-order

transition that accompanies Bose-Einstein condensation.

The work of London inspired Tisza to develop a "two-

fluid" model of liquid helium (Tisza, 1938 j 1940 ; 1947 5

1949 )• The abruptness of the Bose-Einstein condensation has

the consequence that the thermodynamic properties describing

the Bose system depend on whether or not the system is below

the transition temperature T^. In a sense, Bose-Einstein
condensation represents an equilbrium of two phases, one phase

containing atoms in the ground state, the other phase

containing all the other atoms. Tisza's procedure is to make

assumptions concerning liquid helium expressing characteristics

of both a liquid and a gas and then to proceed along quasi-

5



thermodynamical lines. His first assumption was that at zero

temperature the state of the system is liquid and not solid.

The possible excitations are phonons and "shear modes"

(corresponding to a rearrangement of atoms at constant density).

He postulated that these excitations behave like ideal gases

and divided the total density into two parts and , the

"normal" density and the "superfluid"density. He finally

postulated the existence of a temperature, T , (identified with

the A-point) such that p>/j?would be zero at zero temperature,
unity at Tq and increase monotonically between T - 0 and
T = T . Since it was possible for the excitations to acquire

a relative velocity with respect to the system, Tisza was

able to express the total mass current density by

j- " + '

where

P = Cn *" A '

Tisza was able to show that the entropy of the system

was carried solely by the normal part and derived the expression

for the fountain effect which had been given earlier by

H. London (1939 )s

A P ~ £ S A I

Using this two-fluid model it is easy to understand the

apparently contradictory values obtained for the viscosity of

helium II. In the oscillating disc experiment,pj is the
quantity that is measured. It is obviously necessary to

6



specify correctly the density which contributes to the inertia

acting on the disc. 'Since only the noimal fluid is dragged

round by the disc, pn should be used in calculations of the

viscosity, and not the total density p . This was most
clearly demonstrated by the experiments of Andronikashvili

(1946 ). However, when the flow is through very narrow

channels, the viscosity of the nomal fluid prevents it

from participating in the flow.

The two-fluid model enables a simple picture of two

interpenetrating fluids to be used in describing some of the

unique properties of liquid helium II. This concept of the

two-fluid model has remained so useful as to become an

integral part of the language of liquid helium. However,

the Tisza model was unable to account for all properties of

helium II (for example, the prediction of second sound, a

temperature wave, rather than a temperature diffusion, does

not have the correct temperature dependence), and it was

desirable to base the theory of liquid helium on firmer and

more fundamental postulates.

7



CHAPTER II

MICROSCOPIC THEORIES OE LIQUID HELIUM

i. Landau's Two-Fluid. Model

In 1941 Landau derived a microscopic theory for liquid

helium, using a process he called the "quantization of

hydrodynamics" (Landau, 1941 ; 1947 ; 1949 )• Landau felt

that any attempt to consider the motions of individual atoms

in a strongly interacting system (as was done by Tisza in

utilizing the Bose-Einstein condensation of an ideal gas in

his phenomenological theory of liquid helium) ran contrary to

the principles of quantum mechanics. Landau was able to

construct an excitation spectrum for the whole system, rather

than summing the spectra of the atoms constituting the system,

and from this predicted the thermodynamic properties of liquid

helium.

Landau's starting point was to change the classical

parameters describing a liquid, such as the density and the

mass current at any point, into quantum mechanical operators.

The commutation relations between the various operators, when

applied to macroscopic motion, yield the classical continuity

equations. A comparison between the commutation rules for

the angular momentum operator in quantum mechanics and those

derived for the operator Va V, where v is the velocity at any

point, suggest that the transition between states of \/{v =0

(potential motion) and states of V^v-/0 (vortex motion) is

6



not continuous. This implies that there will he a gap

(denoted by A) in the energy spectrum between the lowest

energy levels of potential and of vortex motion.

For any slightly excited macroscopic system, a concept

of elementary excitations can be introduced. These describe

the collective motions of the particles. The excitations

corresponding to potential motion in liquid helium are phonons

having an energy-momentum relationship defined through

<L - c p ,

where c is the velocity of sound. The excitations corres¬

ponding to vortex motion were called rotons by Landau. For

small momenta the energy of the roton was modified by Landau

in a later paper in order to conform to experimental results:

CP - Pof
A
/

whereis the effective mass of the roton, and quantities

A, p0 and u are empirically determined. The excitation
spectrum for liquid helium for low momenta was then continuous.

After an initial linear part (phonon spectrum), passed

through a maximum, went through a minimum located by pQ (the
roton minimum), and then increased again.

Though the excitation spectrum implies that the distinction

between phonons and rotons is artificial, if the number of

excitations per unit volume is not too large, they can be

regarded as a mixture of two ideal gases, a phonon gas obeying

Bose statistics and a roton gas obeying Maxwell-Boltzman



statistics (since the energy of a roton is at least Zi» )•

It now becomes a straightforward problem in statistical

mechanics to calculate the thermodynamic properties of liquid

helium. For example, the specific heat contribution from

3
phonons is proportional to T , in accord with experimental

results for liquid helium below IK.

Landau then went on to consider liquid helium at absolute

zero and showed how the phenomenon of superfluidity could be

a consequence of the proposed energy spectrum. Any ordinary

liquid flowing through a capillary slows down due to frictional

forces originating at the walls of the capillary and from within

the liquid itself. Liquid helium at 0 K would flow as a perfect

fluid until the velocity of flow was such that an elementary

excitation could be created. The energy required for this

excitation would come from the kinetic energy of the flow, and

thus the entire fluid would slow down. The change in energy

of the liquid would be £ + jc.V where V is the velocity of flow
required to create and excitation of energy &. and momentum ^ .

This implies that the minimum velocity needed to create an

excitation is given by

v. = l£/p_l .

4 -1
This has the approximate values of 2 x 10 cm sec for

3 —1
phonons and 6 x 10 cm sec for rotons. Thus, if the

velocity of flow V is not too large (<V0), neither rotons nor

phonons can be excited and the flow of the liquid would not

slow down, disclosing the phenomenon of superfluidity. (Since

10



throughout the argument, no use was made of helium being at

0 K, this argument implied that at slightly higher temperatures,

when the excitations can be considered as a gas of rotons and

phonons, no new excitations can be created at low velocitis

of flow).

Consideration of the properties of a liquid with the above

characteristics inside a rotating vessel led Landau to the

conclusion that only part of the liquid rotates with the walls

of the containing vessel. It thus becomes possible to regard

liquid helium as if it were a mixture of two fluids, one of

which is superfluid having no entropy (thus the flow of

helium II in which only the superfluid takes place is thermo-

dynamically reversible) and the other (the excitation gas)

which behaves as a normal fluid. Landau introduced the density

of the normal fluid, pn , and thereby defined the superfluid

density, g. , as ^ , where ^ is the total density.
Calculations of fyb from the proposed energy spectrum are in

good agreement with experimental values, as are values of the

entropy determined by the statistical distribution of phonons

and rotons.

Landau goes on to the hydrodynamic equations for helium II,

describing the motion through the use of two velocity fields vn

and vs , where the subscripts refer to the normal fluid and the

superfluid (Landau & Lifshitz, 1959 )• He utilized the potential

flow characteristics of the superfluid ( = 0), the conser¬

vation laws of energy momentum, mass and entropy, and the

principle of Galilean relativity to obtain the equations of

11



motion. When terms quadratic in the velocity and viscous

effects can he ignored, the linearized equations are:

£ = +

A = + M«

-VCesO

|i;=-VP
-Vy.= sVT-pp .

where jd. is the chemical potential and P the pressure.
These two-fluid equations of motion have proved to be

remarkably successful in describing the properties of helium,

particularly at lower temperatures. For example, they were

used by Landau to predict the form of a temperature wave

(rather than a diffusion process) called second sound. This

was experimentally confirmed by Peshkov in 1944 (Peshkov,

1944 )• At higher temperatures, the excitations can no

longer be treated as independent ideal gases, though with the

addition of interaction terms to the phonon-roton model, the

transport properties of helium II have been well accounted for

(Khalatnikov, 1965 ).

There are, however, two major shortcomings to the Landau

model of liquid helium. The theory is unable to give an

adequate description of the A - transition; the other difficulty

concerns the interpretation of the veolcity of flow needed to

create excitations. If this is interpreted as a limiting

condition of the maximum flow rates possible experimentally,

it



then the Landau criterion predicts values orders of magnitude

larger than normal experimental values (under particular

conditions, values close to the Landau value have been

reported (Phillips & McClintock, 1974 ; Allum et al, 1977 )).

ii. The Peynman Wavefunction and the Vortex Line

Feynman's treatment of liquid helium gave a partial

answer to both these problems. His approach to studying the

thermodynamic properties of liquid helium was through a

computation of the partition function for the system. He

developed a method enabling him to express the partition

function as an integral over possible trajectories of the

atoms of the system (Feynman, 1948 ). He then neglected

those trajectories which, from physical arguments, seemed

unlikely and found that the simplified partition function had

features very similar to those of an ideal Bose gas (Feynman,

1955a). In other words, starting from a description of a

system of interacting atoms, he was able to show that the

inclusion of large interatomic forces did not alter the

central features of Bose-Einstein condensation and that

thereby, the transition from helium I to helium II was

essentially the same process as the condensation phenomenon

in an ideal Bose-Einstein gas.

Having obtained a suitable partition function, Feynman

was able, by using physical arguments, to show why the only

low-lying excited states should be phonons (Feynman, 1953b).

13



By extending the argument to higher energy excitations,

Feynman obtained a wave function of the form

+ = 4^ e'5"1 .

where is the ground state wave function and rc is the

position vector of the tY1 atom (Feynman, 1954 )• This yields

an energy spectrum

E(M = -k / tl (k) ?

where S(k) is the structure factor of the liquid. This

spectrum has the same form as that Landau obtained. For

small k the spectrum is a phonon spectrum, while the maximum

in S(k) at k = 2Tl/a- (the nearest neighbour wavelength)

corresponds to Landau's roton minimum. This puts the Landau

spectrum on a far firmer microscopic basis, since the solution

Feynman derived comes about by considering the collective

motion of the atoms constituting the system, and a complete

solution to the theory of liquid helium can, according to

theorists, only be possible through the solution of the exact

Schroedinger equation for the system.

Feynman next considered the situation at low temperatures

when the fluid was in motion. He obtained a wavefunction of

the form

^ sar^J ,

where s(r) is a function of position. The velocity at any

point is then given by

Ys (D = k VsCr) ,

14-



yielding

v4 = O

For a singly-connected region, there can be no circul¬

ation; however, in a multiply-connected region circulation is

possible. Onsager had suggested that the circulation in

superfluid helium might be quantized in units of (Onsager,

1949 )- This was developed independently by Feynman (l955)>

for the circulation, K , is defined as

= n where n is an integer.

(The wavefunction i|» can be shown to violate current
conservation. To account for this, Feynman and Cohen con¬

structed another wavefunction which is very similar to that

of Landau ( Feynman & Cohen, 1956 ):

(j> = <^0lLL exp Uk.rj[| + i>X ^3 k.fy] .

This describes the roton state as a microscopic vortex ring

of a diameter comparable to the atomic spacing).

The possible existence of quantum vortices in the super-

fluid helium suggests a solution to the difficulty of the high

critical velocity required by Landau's theory of liquid helium.

Though turbulence will begin at any velocity in a classical

fluid, in a quantum fluid the velocity must be such that the

kinetic energy from the flow is sufficient to produce a

quantum of vorticity. If, instead of the momentum used in the

is



Landau excitation spectrum, the impulse needed to create a

vortex ring with a core size of the atomic spacing, a, were

used, then,

p - V4. TV ^ ^ da

Q z= V4 k2 A ( J/fi ^/cx - 7/a- ^

and v = % = ^ ( Sa«/a- >A V ,

where d is the channel width. (These expressions, which are

for a free classical vortex ring [Lamh, 1932 ], are modified

when the effect of the walls are taken into account [Fineman

& Chase, 1963 5 Gopal, 1963 ])• Tlle values of the velocity

obtained in this manner are still far higher than the values

deduced from experiments, but the expression is satisfactory

in other ways since the velocity increases with decreasing

channel width and the product vd is a slowly increasing function

of d, in accord with experimental results.

Evidence for the existence of quantized vortex lines was

first obtained by Vinen, studying a vibrating wire in rotating

helium (Vinen, 19611). The model of an array of vortex lines

suggested by Feynman was shown to be essentially correct by

Hall and Vinen (1956 ), and an array of vortex lines has been

photographed (Williams & Packard, 1974b). These experiments

have all been carried out in rotating vessels of superfluid

helium, and since Rayfield and Reif have demonstrated the

validity of vorticity in flow experiments (Rayfield & Reif,

1963 ; 1964 ), work on the behaviour of vortex lines in

rotating systems both theoretically and experimentally, has

16



led to a greater understanding of the superfluid vortex line

(Hall, I960 ; Vinen, 1961a; Andronikashvili & Mamaladze, 1966 ;

Pitaevskii, 1961 ; Fetter, 1965 ; 1967 )•

iii. Microscopic Models

Though Feynman's description shows how some of the

difficulties associated with Landau's two-fluid model (the

transition, the scarcity of low-lying excitation states, and

the problem of the limiting flow velocity) may be overcome,

his arguments were based on physical intuition. The limiting

flow velocity will be discussed in the next chapter. The

remainder of this chapter will give a brief survey of the

evolution of the derivation of a wavefunction for liquid

helium from first principles and the inclusion of vortices

within such a system.

In 1947 Bogoliubov produced a theory of superfluidity by

considering the behaviour of a weakly interacting Bose gas

(Bogoliubov, 1947 )> utilizing the many-body language of

second quantization. He assumed that the ground state of the

system was macroscopically occupied (this means that the

creation and annihilation operators are both approximately

equal to the square root of the number of particles in the

ground state) and that the interatomic interaction was weak

(and so all orders higher than the second, of non-zero

momentum states can be neglected). This resulted in an

Hamiltonian for the system consisting of a contribution from
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the zero-momentum state and a perturbation term arising

from all the other momentum states. Diagonalizing the

Hamiltonian showed the total energy of the interacting gas

to consist of the energy of quasi-particles (excitations) with

wave number k (k ^ 0), and transformed the original operators

into operators for the quasi-particles. The ground state

condensate was shown to move with arbitrary small velocity,

■under certain conditions, without any friction with respect

to elementary excitations, thus fulfilling Landau's criterion

for superfluidity. Though the excitations at long wavelengths

are phonons, and, for large k, resemble free-particles, the

energy spectrum Bogoliubov postulated is without any "roton"

minimum.

In 1956 Penrose and Onsager generalized the definition

of Bose-Einstein condensation to make it applicable to any

Bose system (Penrose & Onsager, 1956 ). Physically, their

definition meant that whenever a finite fraction of particles

occupied one quantum state, Bose-Einstein condensation was

present. To determine whether a particular system satisfied

their criterion, Penrose and Onsager evaluated the density

matrix for the system. Following Bogoliubov, they divided

the matrix into two parts, one part being the zero-momentum

contribution, the other arising from contributions from all

the other states:

^(0 = ao + (c C£ , c' ^ .

The average value of ^ tended to zero as f-po tended to
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infinity, showing that the momentum correlation for p is
short range. Penrose and Onsager showed that the eigenvalues

for 0 form the occupation numbers for the momentum states,
and they were able thereby to calculate the condensation

condition.

To consider liquid helium at 0 K, Penrose and Onsager

constructed a wavefunction which describes the liquid as a

system of hard spheres with two-body interactions. Assuming

that no long-range configurational order exists in the

liquid, they showed that condensation does occur in such a

system, with a condensate fraction of about 8%. By

extending their treatment, they showed that condensation

should occur at finite temperatures, below the transition

temperature. Thus, though Penrose and Onsager did not

present a proof of Bose-Einstein condensation in liquid

helium II, they gave convincing arguments for its existence.

Lee, Yang and Huang have calculated the ground state

energy and other properties of the system, using a hard-sphere

model for liquid helium (Huang & Yang, 1957 ; Huang et al,

1957 5 Lee & Yang, 1957 ; Lee et al, 1957 > Lee & Yang,

1958 ; 1959 ; 1959 ; I960 ). The advantage of their approach

over a perturbation method based on Bogoliubov's treatment

(as was used by Hugenholtz and Pines (1959 )? for example),

is that the calculations can be simplified and readily

extended to the finite temperature region. Lee, Yang and

Huang's results showed agreement with experiments in the

values of first sound and in the behaviour of the specific heat.
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Variational techniques have also been applied to helium

assuming a Lennard-Jones potential for the system (McMillan,

1965 ; Kalos et al, 1974 ). This involves finding an exact

solution for the Schodinger equation by a Monte Carlo

technique, using the hard-sphere model with a Lennard-Jones

potential as a perturbative correction. This technique

produced accurate simulations of ^e at 0 K, but cannot be

used at finite temperatures (Chester, 1975 )• Both the exact

and the variational methods give the fraction of particles in

the ground state at 0 K as 10% (Kalos et al, 1974 ).

Josephson has applied variational principles to obtain a

microscopic theory of a Bose liquid (Josephson, 1972 ). He

assumed that all quantities varied slowly in space and time

and ignored all singularities except those associated with

phonons. He showed that the density and current density

computed for this system are the same as those predicted by

the phenomenological theory of liquid helium (Khalatnikov, 1965 )•

Most microscopic theories assume that Bose-Einstein

condensation occurs in the system under consideration.

Through this, a definition of the superfluid velocity field

can be derived (Chester, 1975 j page 25). What is more

difficult, is to derive an equation of motion for the super-

fluid components using only microscopic theory. Though some

progress has been made in this direction, an -unambiguous

connection between Bose-Einstein condensation and super¬

fluidity has yet to be established (Josephson, 1972 ;

Hohenberg & Martin, 1965 )•
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iv. The Inhomogeneous System

The wavefunction for liquid helium, vj; , is usually

written as

+ = exp[ S

from which it is possible to derive a definition of the

superfluid velocity (see section ii):

v5 Cf'i = V so:) -

The wavefunction (p remains valid provided that the
velocity of flow varies sufficiently slowly with position:

the ground state wavefunction, (f>a , must "remain unaffected by
the flow. The characteristic scale, , below which these

conditions break down, is known as the coherence length of

the condensate wavefunction.

In 1958 Beliaev applied a perturbation theory to

Bogoliubov's treatment using the quantum field theory

technique of Green's functions (Beliaev, 1958b). He obtained

a matrix element for n
0

=" < blf (C) (c') > ,

where one state has an additional particle in the condensate.

He concluded that <il)> could be written as a product of an

amplitude and a time-dependent phase

<Lp(f)>- % exp (-Lyu.t / fi ) i

The quantity <il)©> has become known as the superfluid order
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parameter, is the chemical potential per particle

representing the change in energy of the ground, state

through the addition of a single particle to the condensate.

Close to the /V.-point, this quasi-microscopic approach

to superfluid helium is invalid. Ginzburg and Pitaevskii

applied the phenomenological theory of phase transition to

obtain an equation analogous to the Ginzburg-Landau equation

in superconductivity (Ginzburg & Pitaevskii, 1958 )• They

assumed that the phase transition for liquid helium was of

second order (which is not strictly correct for liquid helium).

The thermodynamic potential of the system was expanded in

terms of some order parameter, which, in equilibrium, is zero

on one side of the transition and its value on the other side

is determined by minimizing the thermodynamic potential with

respect to this parameter. Since £5=O for helium I, the
order parameter must be connected with the superfluid density.

Ginzburg and Pitaevskii assumed an order parameter, ^ ,

similar to that obtained by Beliaev,

T t'd) ^ a £

such that

o - m 1 lJj ! a r\cl v,, =

They then obtained an equation for the variation of which,
2.

if the thermodynamic potential is expanded in powers of \^)| ,

is of the form
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This equation has associated, with it a coherence length, ,

r - V/a \V"~

/ (.c rr\«.)
_io

4 *10

CTprV* m

If the order parameter for a vortex filament is expressed as

£ (<\l^ = $ Cr^e^
then this method can be used to show that vortices with n> 1

are unfavourable.

A more direct method for including vortices was used by

Pitaevskii to generalize the Bogoliubov method to a non¬

uniform situation (Pitaevskii, 1961 ). The wavefunction is

expressed as a matrix element in terms of annihilation and

creation operators. Pitaevskii assumed the particles to have

a repulsive point-interaction of a strength Vq; and since for
a stationary state ijj <* ex-p , obtained

~ + V° ^ *= O ,

which is of the same form as the Ginzburg and Pitaevskii

equation with a coherence length

= t(V0nomVfe •

This technique allows for the existence of inhomogeneities

within the system, but does not affect the macroscopic

equations of motion. Por example, writing and

Y-s, ~ V s , solving for the real and imaginary parts of
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from Pitaevskii's equation yields the mass continuity

equation for V s

+ ev('4vn =-v u £ - aV7(.^)) -

If the last term is neglected i.e. if the variation of is

over lengths large compared with ~^c , then it reduces to the
usual macroscopic equation for the superfluid flow:

Y-, Y7 f I > .• ~\
—- - -V ( ,u + 7 Vs> J
7>t y C



CHAPTER III

THEORIES OF DISSIPATION IN HELIIJH II

In the theory of superfluidity developed by Landau it

was shown that below a certain velocity of flow, thermal

excitations could not be created in helium II, and thus for

all values of flow velocity below this velocity the flow

should be frictionless. Values of the flow velocities obtained

through experiments show that the maximum value is several

orders of magnitude lower than that predicted by the Landau

model. The concept of a vortex line as a sort of excitation

of lower energy than thermal excitations provided a means of

reducing this discrepancy. As shown in Chapter II, the

predictions of the limiting velocity as a function of

parameters such as the channel width, were qualitatively

correct. There still remained the problems of how a vortex

line was initiated in helium II, and, since the vortex line

was part of the superfluid, not the normal fluid, how to

account quantitatively for the observed values of flow

velocities (Vinen, 196la).

In 1965 Iordanskii suggested that vorticity might be

produced in the superfluid by thermal fluctuations (iordanskii,

1965 ). His starting point was the suggestion that any state

satisfying the Landau criterion, ! Vn-v,\ < i^yPtmiA ,

in which there is relative motion between the normal and

superfluid components of velocity is only metastable, and
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would tend towards a state in which there was no relative

motion of velocity components. He assumed that the approach

to equilibrium was through the formation (through thermal

fluctuations) of vortex filaments in the superfluid and the

consequent reduction in the relative velocity between

and The shortest length of vortex line that is continuous

or which ends on a boundary is a vortex ring.

The energy, A, of a vortex ring of radius R is found by

utilizing the Galilean transformation

where e and ^ are the energy and momentum of a classical
vortex ring in a fluid at rest. The size of the ring depends

on the balance of forces acting on the vortex filament. There

Below this the vortex ring exchanges energy reversibly with

fluid, growing or diminishing in size. However, above this

size, the further growth of a vortex ring i's energetically

favourable, extracting energy from the fluid and thereby

slowing down the flow of the fluid. The vortex rings can

attain a critical size by means of random repeated expansions

as a result of fluctuations related to the presence of

excitations in the fluid. This notion of a vortex ring

randomly colliding with an excitation gas is a similar

concept to that used in considering Brownian motion, and

Iordanskii obtained a Fokker-Plank equation for the number of

vortex rings in a particular state.

is a critical size of vortex ring,



Manipulation of this Fokker-Plank equation showed that

the number of vortex rings of radius R is proportional to

exp(_ ^ A,JT ). His calculations showed that there was an

appreciable formation of vortex rings when the superfluid

velocity was greater than 60 cm sec \ and fell off sharply

to unobservable values at velocities below 40 cm sec-"'".
In 1966 a different approach was taken by Anderson in

determining the relationship of vorticity and the forces

applied to a superfluid (Anderson, 1966 ). He considered the

wavefunction

Jj (r , =-£(r,L^exp l

and noted that the phase was responsible for the superfluid

properties since it was j) which responded to external forces,

(in this respect, Anderson returned to the Beliaev treatment

of the wavefunction, where the condensate wavefunction was

expressed as a product of an amplitude and an explicit time-

dependent part determined by the chemical potential (Beliaev,

1958 ),

If the system is in a steady state, <£> and hence za must also be

constant. Conversely, if a potential differencejjl-yU.2 exists
between two elements then ^ must change in time. Taking
the gradient of the above equation:

V^ ) =: V\ix ~ \
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where F is the total force on the particles. Since

this reduces to

^ ■ f mvs ^ - Vu ,
at ' "s /

which states simply that the superfluid may be accelerated

by external forces without any frictional damping.

There is however, another way whereby the phase difference

can change in time. The integral of round a vortex line

differs by 2ft from the integral of V<£> passing through a

vortex, and so if a vortex crosses a line joining points of

different phase, then the phase difference between these

points will change by 2irand there will be what Anderson

called a "phase slippage" between the points. If vortices

crossed the line at some average rate

2.TV < d,N4> =d/6fc<9W*>

or ^ <£>, -cf£ > - < yx, a > .

This suggests that whenever there is a potential

difference there will also be a transport of vorticity (a

phase slippage). Since the phase must change by multiples of

2IT', it becomes possible to define a "critical" velocity at

which vortices are created and transported (

and below which the superfluid is simply accelerated (mTs

The work of Anderson was generalized by Huggins in 1970

(Huggins, 1970a). He showed that it was possible to divide

the velocity field into two parts: a potential field and a

as



vortex velocity field. In this way he was able to demonstrate

clearly that when a force did work on the potential flow, the

only way the potential could lose the energy it thereby gained,

was by having vortices cross the potential current. As was

stressed by Campbell, vortex growth in itself cannot be

considered a dissipative process: rather, it is a redistribution

of kinetic flow energy and as such is irreversible (Campbell,

1972a). Though the decay of a vortex (and its attendant

energy loss) consists of a term proportional to the stream

velocity and a term representing the initial energy of the

vortex, when the phase condition is applied, the stream

energy exactly balances the former term, and thereby energy

for the creation of vortices cannot be obtained from the

flowing stream (Campbell, 1970 ). This limits the energy for

the creation of vortices to that obtained by fluctuations.

Thus any theory of critical velocities or of the creation of

vortices must pay cognisance to the phase coherence which can

be said to characterize a superfluid (Schwartz, 1975 )•

Similar ideas to those of Iordanskii were developed

independently by Langer and Fisher by analogy with the super¬

saturated vapour. Their work was stimulated by the observation

of Clow and Reppy that an intrinsic critical superfluid

velocity independent of the geometry of the container,

existed near the \ -point (Clow and Reppy, 1967 ). Langer

and Fisher asserted (as Iordanskii did) that non-zero superflow

must be only metastable and, as with a supersaturated vapour,

for any given metastable phase there would be a finite
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probability for nucleation of the stable phase (Langer &

Fisher, 19&7 )• probability for nucleation depends on

the superflow velocity: the probability rate for nucleation to

the stable phase would be too small to be observed for a suf¬

ficiently small superfluid velocity, and a "critical" velocity

would occur when the rate of nucleation became appreciable.

Langer and Fisher assumed that the relevant states of

the system could be described using a continuous order

parameter, ip(£) . The probability that the system would be
found in state t|i([)was then proportional to exp [ — F[4^-h/]
where F is a free-energy function. Any metastable (or stable)

state corresponded to a minimum in F. Since F was continuous,

for the system to reach a metastable state of lower free

energy it had to overcome an energy barrier, the height of

which determined the rate at which ^ decays from one state
to the other. (This has been described in terms of the saddle

point of F by Langer (19&7 )• The saddle point criterion is

that a metastable state must be a stationary point of F i.e.

dfyi,
^U" ° -

where ^cis the saddle
point. This is a generalized Ginzburg-Landau equation, which

can also describe the hydrodynamics of a superfluid in which

quantized vorticity can occur).

Langer and Fisher then argued that the localized

fluctuation which would take the system from one metastable

state to another must be a vortex ring. Not only was the
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generalized Ginzburg-Landau equation consistent with

observations on vortex rings (Rayfield & Reif, 19&4 )» but,

as Anderson had shown, a vortex ring has the right phase
p

properties to allow a transition from a state d^Co}- "

corresponding to a uniform superfluid velocity V,_ = 1'to

a state of one wavelength less V5 = ( Jk-^/c } *Vm . If

there was a vortex ring of unit vorticity, the change of phase

passing through the centre of the ring would be 2Tb less than

the phase change along any path passing around the ring. The

free energy would be lowered if the ring expanded and if the

ring were subsequently annihilated at the walls of the

container, the order parameter ij; would lose one wavelength
across the whole system.

Langer and Fisher then went on to consider the nucleation

rate. For a ring moving in a rest frame, the energy in the

moving frame is
e = e0 - ^qvs ^

where toand p0are the energy and luonaentuia of a classical
vortex ring of radius R. This has a maximum at R,—

determined by

dR
-vs Ee?\ = 0dR I,

k=Rc ^

Now, since rings with lower their free energy by

expanding and rings with R<Rctend to collapse, the free

energy barrier, AF , must be E , i.e.

af « e<tvvicn .
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The "critical" velocity is then determined from the

expression for the nucleation rate per unit volume

f = e-xp (- A F / &bT ^

where fG is some characteristic rate for microscopic processes.

If f exceeds some minimum observable frequency (say, 0.1cm ^ sec'

the superfluid velocity exceeds the critical velocity determined

from the last two equations.

These ideas were expressed in a more useful form by

Langer and Reppy (Langer & Reppy, 1970 ). They assumed an

activation energy E^(vs,t) for the required fluctuation

existed, and that was independent of the shape and size of

the container. If A is the cross-section and L is the

periodic length of a container, then the rate at which

fluctuation would occur would be

R - A L f0 e*p (-hex/SEbTX) .

Since a fluctuation carried the system over to a neighbouring

state, they assumed a velocity change A V5 — —*r/rnL= ~^A-
implying

^-=? = RZW5 = -VA Afe exp (-&QL/Jk6T>) .

d t

This allowed the critical velocity to be defined either as

that velocity below which dVdt is too small to be experi¬

mentally observed or that velocity above which ^/cJt is so

large that the metastable state cannot persist for observable

times.



This statement represented a radical shift of emphasis

on the idea of a "critical" velocity, for the Iordanskii-

Langer-Fisher idea suggested that flow without dissipation

is not possible and that instead of a "critical" velocity,

there is a limiting velocity governed by the exponential

P (v_ /jLT . The term critical velocity will henceforth

be used to denote that velocity above which further acceleration

is experimentally indetectable.

An estimate of critical velocity, vc , can be obtained

by estimating an observable value of ^/cit - (of the order
_2

of 1 cm sec ) where

$o = ^A-f0 exp ^-Ea (O ~\ ■

The authors assumed that E^ was a decreasing function of
both v and T and therefore was a rapidly decreasing

s

function of v and T; i.e. E is such that no decay or no
S cl

metastable state can be detected. That suggested that E
cl

need only be known when v was near v and enabled E to be
s c a

expanded as a function of (v - v ). For long times,
s c

VS ^ vc - -S ^ ),

where

c* = — i_ (
i„T I jVt ■

This result has been experimentally confirmed near T^

(Kukich et al, 1968a; 1968t).
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Since the publication of the papers of Iordanskii and

Langer & Fisher, numerous experiments have been carried out

to test the concept of the fluctuation model as a basis of

dissipation in superfluid flow. Though the exact form of

the dissipation is not that suggested by Langer and Fisher,

experiment does seem to have validated the major ideas.

These experiments will be discussed in the following

chapters.
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CHAPTER IV

CRITICAL VELOCITIES IN CHANNELS AM) PORES

The pioneering work for the flow of liquid helium

through narrow channels and through porous media was under¬

taken by Allen and Misener in 1939 (Allen & Misener, 1939 )•

They investigated the dependence of the applied pressure head

on flow rate through capillaries and channels ranging from

1 mm to 10"4 mm and also through packed jeweller's rouge.

They were also the first to observe the inertial oscillations

which occur as the level difference between two containers

coupled by a narrow channel decays to equilibrium. These

oscillations were utilized by Atkins to measure the critical

velocity of flow through the superfluid flim (Atkins, 1950 )

(see Chapter V) and were completely described by Robinson in

1951 (Robinson, 1951 )•

After the acceptance of the Tisza-Landau two-fluid

model of helium II, workers measuring the flow through

channels looked for deviations from the behaviour expected

from the linearized Landau equations of motion given in

Chapter II. Considerable care has had to be exercised in

deciding the region where non-linear behaviour first begins,

particularly in the case of wide channels (^ 10-^ cm)

where the turbulence of the normal fluid will give rise to

non-linear effects (De Bruyn Ouboter et al, 1967 ; Keller, 1969b;

Childers & Tough, 1973 ; 1974 ; 1976 ). Measurements of
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critical velocities in channels are normally made under one

of two experimental conditions: counterflow conditions or

pressureflow conditions.

Counterflow experiments are restricted to channels

sufficiently wide to allow the transport of the normal

component of helium II. In these experiments heat is carried

away from a heat source by the normal component, and, to

conserve mass, the superfluid component must flow towards the

heat source. If the heat current density is expressed as

where Q. is the heat supplied and a is the channel radius,

then the magnitude of the superfluid velocity and of the

relative velocity between the superfluid and the normal

components can be deduced from the Landau hydrodynamic

equations to be

respectively. For

large heat currents the pressure gradient can no longer be

given simply in terms of the viscosity. An attempt was made

by Gorter and Mellink to explain the ensuing non-linearity

through a mutual-friction force describing the interaction

between the normal and superfluid velocity components when

w

and

V- vA— v/s

W
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their relative velocity was large (Gorter & Mellink, 1949 )•

In 1957/8 Vinen developed a theory for the balance between

the growth and the decay of vortex lines, based both on a

microscopic analysis of the interaction between the normal

fluid and the superfluid vortex lines, and on physical

dimensional arguments (Vinen, 1957 ; 1958 ; 1961a; 1963 » 1966 ).

This theory, slightly modified, has been used remarkably

successfully in explaining experimental results (Childers &

Tough, 1975 ; 1974 ; 1976 ).

Prom results of the attenuation of second sound in

rotating helium (Hall & Vinen, 1956^), Vinen was able to derive

the Gorter-Mellink mutual friction force by considering the

forces acting on a vortex line due to the relative motion

between the line and the normal fluid. He assumed that there

existed a homogeneous tangled mass of vortex lines, the result

of turbulence arising from the relative motion of the two

fluids, and considered the equilibrium state of such a tangled

mass. Characterizing the velocity by the length of vortex line

per unit, L, and presuming that the generation of new vortex

line (a process assumed to be homogeneous and independent of

the channel boundaries) proceeds in a similar manner to that of

the growth of a vortex ring, Vinen obtained the following term

for the growth of a vortex line : -

where X, is the dimensionless constant, 8 is a dimensionless

parameter describing the roton-vortex line scattering (like

X, of the order of unity), and v is the relative velocity.
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The walls will interfere with the growth process: for a

-v2
distance of L (the average spacing of the vortex lines)

there will be no generation of vortices, and so the above term
ot "^2.

is modified by a factor (1 - j L ) where oi is a dimensionless
constant and ci is the channel diameter. This generation term

can be justified by dimensional analysis and by physical

argument, and describes the build-up of turbulence through

the relative motion of the two fluids: the normal fluid exerts

a force on the vortex lines, causing them to move according to

the Magnus effect. This movement, together with interactions

between the lines, leads to a continuous stretching of the

vortex lines.

The decay of vortex lines proceeds through the tendency

of the lines to cluster together and, thereby, for lines of

opposite sense to annihilate each other. Vinen derived a

term for this in analogy to the empirical law for the decay

of turbulence in classical fluids, as well as by dimensional

argument:

ci L
_

_ 'Y U, |
& ~ ^ L 1

where ^ is a quantum of circulation . The basis of this

term has been justified on microscopic grounds (Silton & Moss,

1972 ; Ashton & Northby, 1973 )• In equilbrium =• O ,

and the equilibrium length is given through

O

The critical velocity can then be determined:

vcJ =
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This theory did not attempt to explain how vorticity enters

the flow (Vinen included an empirical term to describe this,

but subsequent experimenters have not found any evidence to

support this [Vinen, 1957 » 1958 ; 1961 j 1965 ; 1966 ; Brewer &

Edwards, 1961 ]), but described the dynamic balance of a length

of vortex line. As such, it accounted quantitatively for the

experimental results of Childers and Tough (1973 j 1974 ; 1976 ),

and seems to be applicable, with a modification to the rate of

growth of vortex line term, even under conditions where there

may be turbulence in the normal fluid (Lander et al, 1976 ).

The other method often used to determine critical velocities

in capillaries, is to use a pressure head to drive the fluid

through the channel. This was the method used by Allen and

Misener in their experiments (Allen & Misener, 1939 )• The

Leiden School at the Kammerlingh Onnes Laboratory have thoroughly

investigated flow through a capillary (van der Heijden et al,

197 2 tg 19721; 1974 ; 01ijhoek et al, 1974 ; van Alphen et al,

1969 )• They have studied thermal effects during the adiabatic

flow of helium II, investigated the forces operating during

helium II flow and measured the accompanying energy dissipation.

Their data suggested that the introduction of the Gorter-

Mellink mutual-friction term (Gorter & Mellink, 1949 ) into the

hydrodynamic equations described the observed flow, though there

appears to be an additional force acting on the superfluid

alone which depends in a complex way on the relative velocity

(van der Heijden et al, 1972a; 19721; 1974 ; Olijhoek et al,

1974 )• They were able to formulate an empirical relationship

between the critical velocity (in cm sec and the channel



diameter (in cm):
. \~lA-

Vc ^ 6
—6

This appears to he valid for channels from 6 x 10 mm (Vycor

glass) to 6 mm (van Alphen et al, 1969 )• fitted the

results of Keller and Hammel (1961a; I960 ; 1961b).

The results of Kidder (1962 ; 1965 ) and Weaver (1972 ),

however, suggested that

Vc - &
in agreement with the Peynman idea that the critical velocity

was determined by the rate of formation of vortex rings in a

narrow channel (Peynman, 1955 )• Glaberson and Donnelly (1966 )

have extended Vinen's hypothesis (Yinen, 1961a.) that short

lengths of vortex line are always present in helium II and that

these are attached to energetically favourable sites, forming

nucleation centres for the production of new lengths of

vortex line. They considered a length of vortex line pinned

across the stream of flow, and looked at the forces acting on

the line. They showed that, beyond a critical velocity

(essentially that given by Peynman), the Magnus force bowing the

line away from the wall of the channel was greater than the

self-induced velocity of the line tending to keep the line

stationary, find the line grew virtually unimpeded, absorbing

energy from the flow of the fluid. If two elements of the line

approached each other, a vortex ring could be "pinched-off"

leaving the original line to produce more vortex rings. The

results of Weaver (1972 ) show some support for this theory.

These results all supported the notion that vortex lines

were intimately involved in limiting superfluid flow, and
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considerable effort has been devoted to determining an exact

expression for energy required to create a vortex line and to

determining the resultant critical velocity of flow (Fineman &

Chase, 1963 » Fetter, 1965a; Amit & Gross, 1966 ; Peshkov, 1966 ;

Craig, 1966 ). Donnelly and Roberts have developed a theory

using the Fokker-Plank diffusion equation to describe the

growth of the smallest vortex rings to their critical size

(Donnelly & Roberts, 1971 )• Using the stochastic formalism

of Brownian motion theory, they obtained an expression similar

to that of Iordanskii (1965 ) for the number of vortex rings in

equilbrium in helium II. Their analysis suggested that the

vortex-mill model of Glaberson and Donnelly should be temperature

dependent (Donnelly & Roberts, 1971 )• They assumed that the

energy for the growth of the vortex ring comes form the flow

of the superfluid, and this has been criticized by Campbell

(1972a) who showed that the only valid model for the creation

of vortices is the fluctuation model.

First evidence supporting the thermal fluctuation ideas

came from observing the decay of persistent currents in a

torus packed with filter paper (Kukich et al, 1968b). Stronger

evidence came from Notarys in 1969. He considered driven flow
-6 -5

through porous mica, having pore sizes from 2 x 10 to 2 x 10 cm

diameter. Langer-Fisher theory predicts that the velocity of

the superfluid will be proportional to 6s/t at a constant

pressure and that the inverse of the temperature will be

proportional to the natural logarithm of pressure at a constant

temperature (Langer & Reppy, 1970 ). Both these relationships

were shown to hold, though the values of the attempt
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frequency, -p0 , was found to tie lower by a factor of 10 , and

the activation evergy, ha , lower by a factor of about 22, than

the values predicted by Langer-Pisher theory. The value of the

activation evergy was found to be in agreement with the earlier

value of Kukich et al (1968). Notary's experiment is, however,

the only experiment which has demonstrated a temperature

independent frequency, £0 5 a strong temperature dependence was

observed by Cannon et al (1972 ). This temperature dependence

has also been observed in pinhole flow and in film flow (see

Chapter V).

Hess has measured the critical flow velocity through pin¬

hole orifices (lO^u m diameter), observing two distinct types
of flow (Hess, 1971 ; 1972 ; 1973 )• The first type he called

"extrinsic" in that the flow depended on the geometry, was

direction dependent, was not generally reproducible day to day

and could best be described in terms of the Feynman or the

Glaberson-Donnelly ideas (Hess, 1973 )• The second he called

"intrinsic" in that the flow could be described in terms of the

Iordanskii-Langer-Pisher model. He too found that the velocity

observed was lower than that predicted, and measured the slope

of a logarithmic plot of the velocity against to be 0.8

instead of the expected 1.0. He suggested that the lower

velocity might be the result of cracks of protrusions of near-

atomic dimensions on the orifice surface. (He has developed

this idea further, showing that in the vicinity of dust particles

nucleation of vortices could occur at velocities lower than

that required for intrinsic dissipation, and that such particles

could effectively control the critical velocity [Hess, 1972 J).



Hess discovered that "by placing superleaks on either side

of the pinhole, extrinsic dissipation was inhibited. Hulin

et al have also observed two distinct velocity regimes while

monitoring flow rates through pinholes, the fast velocity
1 »

varying as ( )^> and the slower proportional to the

square root of the pressure head (Hulin et al, 1972 ). Banton

has additionally observed a third regime where the flow is

proportional to the pressure head and has seen switching

between the modes of flow (Banton, 1974 )• To test the idea

that a pinned vortex would act as a nucleating centre (vortex-

mill), Laroche et al have placed a thin wire in front of an

orifice and demonstrated that the velocity through the orifice

was dependent on the direction of flow (Laroche et al, 1974 )•

An attempt to unify the Peynman expression for the critical

velocity with that of Iordanskii-Langer-Pisher has been made by

Weaver, who took into account the effect of the surface rough¬

ness of the channel walls (Weaver, 1975 5 1974 )• He was able

to obtain an expression for the critical velocity which fitted

the available data, but the accuracy of fit was made possible by

arbitrarily adjusting the value of the roughness parameter.

All the work in channel flow has suggested that the

production of vortex lines by some means could explain the

observed flow velocities. Though a great deal is not readily

explicable, such as the instabilities in the flowrates, two

theories have been able to predict most of the results. As

will be discussed in the next chapter, the success of the

Peynman-Glaberson-Donnelly and the Iordanskii-Langer-Pisher

ideas has prompted theorists dealing with film flow to consider
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the film as a channel with one free surface.
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CHAPTER V

PROPERTIES OF THE SATURATED HELIUM II FILM

In 1922 Kammerlingh Onnes noticed that when the levels

of helium II in concentric beakers were different they

fairly quickly reached a common equilibrium level and there¬

after continued to rise and fall together (Kammerlingh

Onnes, 1922 ). He attributed this effect to an evaporation

and distillation mechanism. In 193^ Rollin postulated that

any solid surface in. contact with liquid helium was covered

by a thin film of liquid helium and in order to explain an

apparent anomaly in a heat flow experiment, suggested that

the thermal conductivity of the film changed dramatically

below the X-point (Rollin, 193& )• Dn 1938 Daunt and

Mendelssohn began a series of experiments on the properties

of the helium film. They measured the rate at which an

empty beaker, on being partly immersed in a bath of liquid

helium II, filled with liquid, and noted that if the beaker

was then removed from the bath, it emptied, droplets of

liquid forming on the bottom of the beaker and dripping

back into the bath (Daunt & Mendelssohn, 1938a). It was

also observed that a wick leading from the bath to the

beaker rim increased the rate of flow. Measurements of

heat flow led them to the conclusion that a change in the

thermal properties of the film could not explain their

results, but that flow was occurring via the film i.e. that
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the film was mobile (Daunt & Mendelssohn, 1938b). (Experiments

by Rollin and Simon between 1936 and- 1939 supported this

conclusion [Rollin & Simon, 1939 ])•
These results were soon interpreted in terms of the

Tisza-Landau two-fluid model (Tisza, 1938 ; 1947 5 Landau,

1941 > 1946 ). The film was considered as a very narrow

channel through which only superfluid could flow (the normal

fluid flow being inhibited by viscosity). This idea was

vindicated by the observation in 1939 of a thermomechanical

effect in the film (Daunt & Mendelssohn, 1939a; 1950 )

analogous to the fountain effect discovered by Allen and

Jones (1938 ). Since then a large number of experiments have

been studied, the principle areas of interest being the

determination of the thickness of the film and a

characterization of the parameters affecting the rate of flow.

Though the situation has been clarified, expecially with

regard to the thickness of the helium film, many incon¬

sistencies still remain.

(i) Thickness of the Static Film

The thickness of the static helium film was first

estimated by Kikoin and Laserew in 1938 by measuring the

volume of liquid required to cover a formerly dry surface

(Kikoin & Laserew, 1938 ; 1939 )> and. over the following

ten years by other workers using similar methods (see

review article by Jackson and Grimes [1958 ]). It was not

until 1949 that the thickness of the film was reliably

measured (Jackson & Burge, 1949 ) using an optical technique
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whereby the thickness of the film was directly related to

the change in polarization of plane-polarized light

reflected off a surface covered by the helium film. They

found that the thickness of the film, d, varied with the

height of the film above the free surface according to

a - i k"v"
,

—& o+
where k =* 3 x 10 cm and is slightly temperature dependent

and where n ranged from J to 4. A similar height dependence

was observed by Atkins (l950a).

Simple theory suggests that the thickness of the film

depends on the van der Waals' force due to the substrate.

Fehl and Dillinger (1974) have shown that the film thickness

increases with the roughness and this has also been noted

by van Spronsen et al who observed hysterisis changes in the

thickness of the film on a glass substrate (van Spronsen et

al, 1975 ).

The theory of the thickness of the film derives from a

treatment in which the thickness is determined by a balance

of the gravitational and the van der Waals1 forces. The

potential energy of an atom in the film can then be given

by
kUL - mcjh — o(z

where m is the atomic mass, h the height above the bulk

liquid surface, z is the distance from the substrate and

ex, is a constant dependent on the strength of the van der

Waals' forces (Frankel, 1940 : Schift, 1941 ; Dzyaloshinskii

et al, 1961 ; Sabisky & Anderson, 1970 ; 1973 )• To "this
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expression Atkins has added a correction term to take into

account the zero-point energy oi' the atoms (Atkins, 1953 5

1954 ) and McClintock has estimated the effect of a curved

substrate on the thickness of the film (McClintock, 1973 )•

The usual wary of expressing the static film thickness

is to write

d = kkVA
where k for glass has values ranging from 3.0 to 4-3 x 10 ^
(cgs units) and n ranges from 3»0 to 3*5 (von Spronsen et

al, 1975 ; Hallock & Flint, 1974b; Campbell et al, 197& )•

(ii) Thickness of the Moving Helium II Film

In 1956, Kontorovich, using the Landau equations of

motion (Landau, 1959 )» predicted that a moving helium II

film would be thinner than a static film by an amount AS

given by

A S = A
2nfJZ

where S0is the thickness of the static helium film a height

z above the bulk level (Kontorovich, 1956 ). Seven years

later, Gribbon and Jackson, using the technique of reflecting

polarized light through the helium film, found general

agreement with this prediction (Gribbon & Jackson, 1963 )•

However, in 1970, Keller (1970 ) found that his measurements

showed was zero to within a few Angstrom. This result

prompted several theories to explain under what circumstances

thinning of the moving film would be observed, as well as

experiments in different geometries and in different
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temperature ranges. The majority of these confirmed the

ideas of Kontorovich (Dutch & Pollack, 1971 » van Spronsen

et al, 1972 ; 1973 5 1974 ; Graham & Vittoratos, 1974 ;

Williams & Packard, 1974 : Flint & Hallock, 1975 )> though

the experiment of Telschow et al, having taken into consid¬

eration any other effect that might influence film thickness ,

concluded that unless the superfluid density was dependent

on the velocity, no thinning occurred in the moving film

(Telschow et al, 1975 )•

To explain Keller's experiment, alternative mechanisms

which would compensate for the decrease in thickness were

suggested (Huggins, 1970 ? Putterman & Rudnick, 1971 ?

Goodstein & Saffman, 1971 ? 4e Bruyn Ouboter, 1973 )•

Goodstein and Saffman have pointed out that if the thinnirg

predicted by Kontorovich occurred, then there would be

supercooled vapour in the region vacated by the film

(Goodstein & Saffman, 1971 )• From this, Ouboter has

suggested that recondensation from the gas would occur and

that therefore the only circumstances under which Bernoulli

thinning would be observable, would be if the gas could be

isolated from the fluid (de Bruyn Ouboter, 1973 )• Support

for this seemed to come not only from Keller's experiment

but also from an experiment showing film thinning at

temperatures below 1 K, where the effect of the helium

vapour is small (Williams & Packard, 1974 )• However, film

thinning has since been observed under conditions which

would favour recondensation (Graham & Vittoratos, 1974 ).

Goodstein and Saffman have tried to explain these conflicting
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results, by reformulating their original theories (Goodstein

& Saffman, 1975 )• In that paper, they have overcome some

of the objections raised against their assumptions (Bergman,

1973 ) and stated that consideration of the system's time

constants was necessary. The two constants of importance

were a relaxation time describing how long it takes for

the helium gas to be replenished if condensation occurs and

T- , a characteristic time for the depletion of gas due to

condensation. They suggested that if , then no

thinning would occur and that only when Tg_ >> would thinning

be observable.

This theory is not entirely satisfactory (it has been

estimated that recondensation is a statistically improbable

event [Graham & Vittoratos, 1974 ]) and the most acceptable

theory is still that of Kontorovich, even though there are

experiments which it cannot explain (Keller, 1970 ? Telschow

et al, 1975 [in 1979> an experiment found agreement with

Kontorovich thinning, in contrast to Telschow et al (Ekholm,

1979a)]).
The Kontorovich expression for the thinning of a moving

helium film was derived from a Bernoulli equation for the

superfluid when there is a steady flow. Wang and Petrac

have pointed out that acceleration of the superfluid should

produce a film thickness change independent of the Bernoulli

thinning, provided that the third-sound wavelength (Atkins

& Rudnick, 1970 ) Is much greater than the characteristic

experimental cell dimension. They have also demonstrated

that such a change in film thickness (within an accuracy of
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12%) (Wang & Petrac, 1975 )•

(iii) The Flow Rate

The general characteristics of the flow rate were

elucidated in a series of experiments by Daunt and

Mendelssohn in 1939 (l938a,b; 1939a,b,c; 1947 )• They

examined the rate of flow as a function of pressure head

(level difference), as a function of the length of the flow

path and as a function of the geometrical dimensions of the

beaker from which flow was taking place. They found that

the flow rate was temperature dependent, was almost independent

of the level difference, that it was independent of the length

of the flow path, that it was proportional to the narrowest

perimeter above the upper liquid level, across which flow

took place and that it was almost independent of the substrate.

Since the rate of transfer was approximately constant

the concept of a critical velocity of the moving superfluid

film, v , was developed, whereby the film accelerated up to
c

this velocity, but was prevented from undergoing any further

acceleration by some mechanism (the idea of a critical

velocity has been considerably modified, as discussed in

Chapter III, although the terminology has remained).

Assuming that the density of the superfluid component is the

same in a saturated helium II film as it is in the bulk

liquid, then the rate of transport of mass per unit length of

r> -1 -1
perimeter over which the film flows is (s^b g™ cm sec
where & is the thickness of the film. The "critical" rate

of transfer, in terms of the volume of bulk liquid trans¬

ferred to or from the inside of a vessel, orc , is defined by
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Vc <0 cm2- sec 1

The critical rate of transfer followed the ^

dependence on temperature, at least for temperatures above

about 1 K (Daunt & Mendelssohn, 1939^»c; 1947 ? Webber et

al, 1949 ; Fairbank & Lane, 1949 ). The variation of the

flow rate below 1 K is less certain; some experiments

suggested there was an increase in rate by 10 - 30>

(Mendelssohn & White, 1950 ; Ambler & Kurti, 1952 ; Lesensley

& Boorse, 1952 ; Herbet et al, 1957 )> though Waring (1955)

showed a flat region below 0.6K and Crum's results suggested

a decrease below 0.4K (Crum et al, 1974 )•

The dependence of the flow rate on impurities on the

surface and on the substrate material used, has also been

investigated. Film flows over many materials from metal

to solidified argon have been observed and for the most part,

the values obtained are consistent with the changes in

thickness of the saturated film due to the differences in

the van der Waals' forces between the helium film and the

substrate (Mendelssohn & White, 1950 ; Boorse & Dash, 1950 ;

Dash & Boorse, 1951 5 van den Berg, 1951 ; Chandrasekhar, 1952

Smith & Boorse, 1953a,b; 1955a; Milbrodt & Pollack, 1963 ;

Esel'son et al , 1972 ; 1973 [but see also Wagner, 1975 ;

Harris-Lowe et al, 1974 ]). Impurities on the surface and

the finish of the surface also influenced the transfer rate

possibly by increasing the flow path-length, or by affecting

the film thickness or by providing sites for the nucleation

of vortices (see Chapter IV) (Boorse & Dash, 1950 ; Dash &



Boorse, 1950 ; Bowers & Mendelssohn, 1950 ; van der Berg,

1951 > Chandrasekhar & Mendelssohn, 1952 ; Smith & Boorse,

1953a,b; 1955a,b).

The dependence of the rate of flow on the height of

the beaker rim above the bulk liquid level was first inves¬

tigated by Daunt and Mendelssohn in 1939 (l939b,c; 1947 )•

They observed almost no variation in the flow rate. However,

in 1950 Atkins noted that there was a slight dependence

(Atkins, 1950 ) and the role of film height in determining

the flow rate was examined in detail five years later (Smith

& Boorse, 1955b). The rate has been determined for heights

up to O.36 m (Sedden et al, 19&5 )» and has been fitted to

various functional forms (Allen & Armitage, 1966 ; Duthler &

Pollack, 1970 5 1971 )• More recently, it has been realized

that the thickness of the film on a particular substrate was

the governing factor in determining the flow rate as measured

from the changes in level difference or from other driving

forces, and the only satisfactory way of describing the flow

rate is to integrate the film thickness along the whole flow

path (see, for example, Campbell [1975 ])• Other factors

have an influence on the rate of flow: vibration should be

avoided (Allen, i960 ; Seldon & Dillinger, 1965 ) and it has

been shown that an electric field across the flow path will

reduce the flow rate (Esel'son et al, 1974 )•

One difficulty with flow rate measurements is their

non-reproducibility of the rates from day to day. Results

have differed from experiment to experiment even when

elaborate precautions have been taken to ensure a clean
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experimental evniroment (Seki, 1962 ). The flow rate, as

measured by pressure head techniques, seemed to depend on

the past history of the beaker and on the method used to

fill the beaker. Allen et al postulated the existence of

two types of film, a "normal" film formed by superfluid

flow over a formerly dry surface and a "thick" film giving

rise to enhanced flow rates, formed by drainage after

immersing the beaker (Selden & Dillinger, 1965 ; Allen &

Matheson, 1965 ; Allen et al, 1965 )• More puzzling was

the instability of the flow rates and a fine-structure

preference for certaine values of the transfer rate (Selden

et al, 1965 )• Harris-Lowe et al have detected transitions

as small as 1.5% of the flow rate (Harris-Lowe et al, 1966 ;

Turkington & Edwards, 1967 ? Harris-Lowe & Turkington,

1971 • Turkington & Harris-Lowe, 1973 )• Such jumps have

also been observed by Allen & Armitage (1966 ) and by Crum

et al (1974 )» who both noted that transitions were pre¬

dominantly to a lower rate of flow. These observations,

which have also been noted in flow through orifices

(Chapter IV), have no theoretical basis at present.

(iv) Oscillations of the Helium Film

If, in an experiment, two baths of liquid helium of

differing chemical potentials are connected by a mobile

helium film, liquid will move, via the film, towards a

state of zero chemical potential difference. Because of

the momentum of the flow, the liquid will overshoot, and

oscillate about the equilibrium position. These oscillations

were first observed by Allen and Misener in connection with
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with flow through narrow channels, and was utilized by

them in estimating the cross-sectional area of the channels

(Allen & Misener, 1939 )• In 1950, Atkins used the oscil¬

lations to calculate the thickness of the helium film

(Atkins, 1950a,b). Atkins derived an expression for the

period of oscillation by equating the kinetic energy of the

moving film to the potential energy liquid. In deriving the

equation he stated the following assumptions:

• that the film density was the same as that of the bulk

liquid;

- that only the superfluid component participated in

the flow;

■ that the film profile was constant;

• that the temperature throughout the system was constant;

•that viscous effects could be ignored;

•that the velocity of the film at a fixed weight and

time was constant across the film thickness;

• that the hydrodynamics were those of an ideal fluid i.e.

followed Euler's equation for an irrotational fluid:

~ * (v.V)v = -1. VPit V- - e
Under the above assumptions, he obtained the following

expression for the period of oscillation:

where JL was the height of the rim of a beaker (of radius r)

above the bath level amfb (h) was the film thickness. Prom

his results, he concluded that the frequency was dependent
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on temperature gradients across the beaker.

In 1951» Robinson presented a theoretical account of

the oscillations, considering, in particular, the case of

two containers, which were not in isothermal contact,

linked by superfluid helium (Robinson, 1951 )♦ He showed

that adiabatic oscillations could exit, and that these were

of a higher frequency than isothermal oscillations. He

also pointed out an aperiodic region where the containers

were neither under approximately isothermal or approximately

adiabatic conditions, and showed that both the changes in

the oscillation frequency and the damping of the oscillations,

were due to deviations from isothermal or adiabatic conditions.

Picus, in his experiments on film flow, was able to use

Robinson's equations to show that the damping of the

observed oscillations was due to a temperature difference of

_7
the order of 10 K between his beaker and the helium bath.

(Picus, 1954 )• He also noted that the period of the initial

oscillations was longer than that of the final oscillations

and attributed this to a difference between the stationary

and the moving film (Campbell [l97^ ] pointed out that the

frequency shift could also have been due to parallel-path

flow).

Experimental evidence of adiabatic oscillations was

not reported until two years later. Manchester and Brown

found that the general behaviour of the oscillations

agreed with Robinson's predictions and found that the tem¬

perature dependence of the frequency of the oscillations

closely followed the theory. They had difficulty in
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measuring the damping of the osicllations and could not

obtain agreement with the damping expected from thermal

linkage between the bath and the beaker (Manchester, 1955 ;

Manchester & Brown, 1957 )•

In 1972, Allen et al (1972 ) and Hoffer et al (1972 )

reported on observations of inertial oscillations; both the

frequency and temperature dependence of the decay of the

oscillations followed Robinson's theory. In 1973> Hallock

and Flint measured the small temperature oscillations that

accompanied level oscillations. These were found to be in

accord with the expected results, both in amplitude and in

phase (Hallock & Flint, 1975^; 1974b). Van Spronsen et al

found that although the damping of their oscillations could

be explained by thermal conduction between their glass

spiral and the helium bath, they could not preclude the

existence of an additional damping mechanism at velocities

near to the critical velocity (van Spronsen et al, 1974 ).

Campbell et al have shown that the shape of the oscillations

was distorted from the pure sinusoidal form predicted by

Robinson because of changes in the thickness of the moving

film (Campbell et al, 197^ ).

Campbell has derived equations for film flow between

two reservoirs when more than one flow path was available.

If the paths were of unequal length then circulating

currents could be induced around the paths which would

persist throughout the thermally damped oscillations. This

would change the oscillation frequency and affect the film

thickness as the persistent current enhanced or diminished



the changing flow arising from the level oscillations. He

also suggested that parallel-path flow would be characterized

by an anomalously large first half-cycle amplitude if one

path length was much larger than another and that the decay

of the earlier oscillations would decrease by a constant

amount every half-cycle rather than by the constant percent¬

age amount expected of a damped harmonic oscillator. Using

these theories, Campbell was able to explain the frequency

shifts and damping maxima observed by Hammel et al (1970 )

and was able to show that the sensitivity of film thickness

to the direction of flow noted by Williams and Packard (1974 )

was the result of parallel-path film flow induced by an

unsuspected leak (Campbell, 1975 ) (Hallock [1975 ] came

independently to the same conclusion). Experimental con¬

firmation of Campbell's theories was reported by Galkiewicz

and Hallock who obtained quantitative agreement with the

predicted behaviour of film flow in two parallel paths

(Galkiewicz & Hallock, 197^ ). In 1977> Brooks and Hallock

reported the observation of two distinct stable rates of

decay, consistent with parallel-path flow (Brooks & Hallock,

1977 )• In their experiments, which were below 1 K, they

could find no evidence for obvious parallel flow paths and

concluded that the effective multiply-connected flow paths

must have resulted from the helium film motion, possibly by

trapped vorticity.

(v) Dissipation

The thermal damping characterized by the Robinson

equations can be said to represent an extrinsic dissipation
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as it is a function of the thermal and geometrical properties

of the experimental system. Intrinsic dissipation of the

type discussed in Chapters II and IV should manifest itself

as a difference from the Robinson damping or should he

deducahle from non-oscillatory flim flow. In 1961, Allen

suggested that if the motion of the film was brought about

by an array of vortex lines, then scattering of the rotons

by the vortex lines would give rise to a damping of

oscillations, and that the logarithmic decrement would be

proportional to exp(-A/^^j) where A was the roton gap energy

(Allen, 196l). Though agreement with this was found (Glick &

Werntz, 1969), Hallock and Flint have pointed out that the

observed agreement can be understood from geometrical consid¬

erations (i.e. Robinson damping) and that Allen's prediction

need not be utilized. Calvani et al, extending Feynman's

suggestion (1954) of polarized excitations, proposed that the

energy required to orient their momenta in the opposite

direction to that of the local superfluid velocity in an

accelerated superfluid would cause damping of the oscillations

and that the damping coefficient, ex. , could be found from

where 00 is the observed frequency (Calvani et al, 1973). No

support for this was found by Hallock and Flint (l974a»b).

The theory developed by Langer and Reppy that the flow

was limited by the nucleation of vortices, suggested that

•>

. oj . U, . exp This form was modified
c for film flow in which the mediumto
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for dissipation was assumed to be antiparallel vortex

lines perpendicular to the film, rather than the vortex

rings considered in the original argument (hanger & Reppy,

1970 )• Agreement with the former dissipative form for

film flow was first found by Liebenberg (l971a»^)«

Cannon et al, too, found general agreement, though, like

Liebenberg, the magnitudes of and E differed considerably

from the predicted values. Cannon et al expressed the

superfluid equation by

"N —/\!

^ -4- Vm- = K e

and were the first to observe a temperature dependence of

the attempt frequency, U (Cannon et al, 1972 )• Similar

results have been found by other workers (Allen et al, 1972 ;

Hoffer et al, 1972 ; Campbell et al, 197^ ). Campbell et

al have compared four forms of the dissipative function

(the two mentioned above, a form suggested by Donnelly and

Roberts (1971 ) a Taylor expansion of a functional

exponent about a velocity V ) and, while finding reasonable

fit of all four functions to their data, concluded that

the most accurate form of dissipative function was

.

_ -vb(TVvis <x - xj (1 ") e.
dfc.

The earliest support for the original work of Langer

and Fisher (1967 ) came from the observations on the decay

of persistent currents in narrow channels (Kukich et al,

1968 ; Notarys, 1969 ). Though not all workers were able

to observe persistent current flow in helium films (see for
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example, Wagner [l973])> many workers have reported on

their existence (Verbeck et al, 1974 ; Galkiewicz & Hallock,

1974 ; van Spronsen, 1974 )• Only Ekholm and Hallock have

discussed the decay of the persistent currents (1979 )•

Their data revealed substantial deviations from the

predicted decay rule.

In 1977 > Harris-Lowe presented a theory on the dis¬

sipation in superfluid film flow, based on the successful

application of Yinen's theories on growth and decay of

vortex lines in narrow channels (Vinen, 1957a»^)« His

arguments for a new model were that the Iordanskii-Langer-

Fisher theories were intended to apply at temperatures

near to the A. -point, and that the attempts to extend them

to include all temperatures, had not met with the same

success. He built up a theory in a similar way to Vinen,

and predicted that at velocities in excess of some critical

velocity, v , the rate of dissipation would be given by
c

Va
Q, = AM (, v — O

where A is a constant and N is the number of pinned vortex

lines (Harris-Lowe, 1977 )• Experimental support for this

theory was reported by Turkington and Harris-Lowe in an

experiment where a heater produced a temperature difference

between the beaker and the bath (Turkington & Harris-Lowe,

1977 )• The equation above was expressed in terms of the

heater power and the measured exponent was 1.49 A 0.02.

However, no evidence of the % power law was found by

Armitage et al (1978 )» although they found that their
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results below 1 K could not be explained by the Iordanskii-

Langer-Fisher theories if the level difference was less

than 50yUm and that below 20 mK, the dissipation had a term
proportional to the superfluid velocity.



CHAPTER VI

THE APPARATUS

The experimental apparatus consisted of an inverted glass

'TJ'-tube whose ends terminated in cylindrical capacitors,

serving both as liquid helium reservoirs and as the means

of measuring the liquid helium level. This beaker was mounted

at the base of a cryostat. The various parts of the apparatus

will be separately described.

The Cryostat Frame (Figure VI.l)

The frame had been designed to be, as far as possible,

vibration-free. It had been bolted on to a concrete pit,

itself isolated from the building by resting on springs. The

frame was cross-braced to minimize torsional vibration and

supported a heavy steel plate on damped springs. Two brass

collars to hold glass liquid helium dewars were bolted on to

opposite ends of this steel plate, and flexible hoses, two

inches in diameter, looped away from the collars to the

valves and the main pumping line. The hose was spring-supported

from the ceiling. While an experiment was in progress, a

counter-weight to compensate for the weight of a helium dewar

and cryostat, was placed on the end opposite the experimental

dewar to ensure a highly damped system with a period of about

two seconds.

The glass liquid nitrogen dewar, which enveloped the

helium dewar was supported from the collar of a copper
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cylinder which rested on protrusions from the cryostat frame,

in such a way that it was not in contact with either the steel

plate or the helium dewar. This copper cylinder acted as an

efficient liquid nitrogen temperature shield when its lower

end was immersed in liquid nitrogen. Because the level of

liquid nitrogen could then be kept below the tit of the

heliupi dewar, the vibration from liquid nitrogen boiling

against the side of the helium' dewar was eliminated.

Both dewars were silvered, and both had narrow slits

about two centimetres wide running axially along the length

of the dewars to allow visual observation of the helium

level. During the course of an experiment, the nitrogen

dewar was rotated so that the observation slits in the helium

dewar were obscured, ensuring that no room temperature

radiation shone into the helium dewar.

All the subsidiary apparatus, such as the measuring

equipment and the vacuum pumps was housed on a separate

frame.

The Cryostat

The cryostat itself was used to support rigidly the

experimental glass beaker and to provide a means of leading

the electrical leads to the capacitors. It was initially

designed with two needle valves, one to seal a glass chamber

in which the beaker was mounted, and the other to seal the

experimental beaker.

The cryostat consisted of two brass flanges connected by

a pair of thin walled stainless-steel tubes one metre long.

One tube was joined to the lower flange via a copper tube bent
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into a semi-circle to act as a radiation trap. Through this

tube, all the electrical leads connected to the experimental

beaker and leads for a carbon resistance thermometer and a

wire-wound heater which rested in the glass chamber, were

taken. The other tube, through which the remaining electrical

leads to the thermometer and heater in the helium dewar were

taken, was in two sections, the one offset from the other to

reduce the heat leak into the lower chamber due to room

temperature radiation. To restrict further this radiation,

several circular stainless steel baffle plates were situated

along the length of the cryostat above the lower flange.

Rigidity was enhanced by the thin walled stainless steel

tubing originally used to guide the push-rods of the needle

valves.

To minimize the radiation entering the lower chamber a

copper can, with heat absorbent Chance galss covering the

two narrow observation slits, enclosed the glass chamber.

Two meters of 0.5 mm cupro-nickel tubing were coiled down

the cryostat, passing through the lower flange and into the

glass chamber. Through this, helium gas was condensed into

the experimental beaker. About 75 cm of the tubing was coiled

just above and below the lower flange. Narrow gauge copper

wire was closely wound round the lowest few turns of the

tubing above the lower flange and anchored several times to

the copper radiation trap. The next two highest turns of the

tubing were wrapped about with narrow strips of thin copper

sheet and similarly anchored (Figure VI.2).

The leads to the capacitors were Lakeshore Cryogenic
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minature co-axial cables, coiled, at the base of the glass

chamber before being attached to the capacitors. The upper

ends of the leads terminated in co-axial mountings on an

insulating perspex plate, so that the Screens of the cables

could be separately earthed. The leads to all the carbon

resistance thermometers and the wire-wound heaters were of

narrow gauge silk-coated manganim wire.

The Experimental Beaker

The beaker consisted of a horizontal glass capillary

linking two side arms whose bases were the two reservoirs

(capacitors) discussed below. A capillary was used so as

to be able to have a well-defined area in the flow path from

one reservoir to the other across which the dissipation would

be dominant over dissipation occurring across any other area

of the flow path. Being horizontal, it was independent of

the direction of liquid helium film flow.

The experimental beaker was constructed from Kovar glass.

The side arms incorporated Kodial metal seals onto which

the reservoirs were soldered using Woods' metal. One of the

side arms had a second Kodial metal seal at the top end to

receive the cupro-nickel tubing down which the condensed

helium gas flowed. The end of the tubing was directed at the

glass wall so that the liquid helium would flow down the side-

arm walls and not fall as droplets onto the reservoir. The

capillary too was made from Kovar glass. It was drawn down

from a larger tube and when measured, found to have a

uniform elliptical cross-section over its length. The major
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and minor diameters were 0.266 and 0.195 (±0.005) mm

respectively". In the calculations and description of the

equations of motion for the beaker (ChapterYIl), a diameter

of 0.252 mm is used which gives the same perimeter as the

elliptic section. After the beaker was constructed, the whole

assembly was left in a furnace to ensure that the glass was

fully annealed. A sketch of the beaker together with its

dimensions is given in Figure VI .3 .

The Capacitors

Two nearly identical capacitors were built to form the

reservoirs of the experimental beaker. Because the narrow

annular areas of the two capacitors were the same, capillarity

effects in one arm of the beaker were balanced by those in

the other.

The capacitors were machined from brass rod. The

completed capacitor consisted of a short rod positioned by

spacers inside the top of a longer tube. In the cavity

below the rod there was space for a carbon resistance

thermometer and a wire-wound heater.

(i) Inner Rod The inner rod was turned from a 5 mm

diameter brass rod, to several microns oversize. A 2 mm

long protrusion and a 5 mm long protrusion were turned down

at the top and bottom of the rod respectively, around which

the spacers were to be fixed. A hole was drilled in the centre

of the lower protrusion into which a length of manganin wire

was soldered as the electrical connection. To obtain a

smooth and uniform surface the rod was ground down using a

paste made from jewellers' rouge. This procedure resulted



in an inner rod with a central section 14 mm long which was

uniform to within 2yum (as measured on a micrometer) and free
of visible blemishes.

(ii) Outer Tube The outer tube was made from the same

brass rod as the inner rod. The tube was first cut to a

length of 43 mm, and a 2 mm deep, '/a" diameter hole was milled

into the top. The lower end was tapered over the last 5 mm

down to '/g" diameter, and a groove incised in the middle of

this taper. (This taper and groove was to ensure a good seal

between the brass and the Stycast which was used to cover the

base).

A hole was drilled down the centre of the rod with an

unused 1.5 mm drill bit. The hole was then reamed using an

unused '/fo" diameter reamer. Finally, the hole was slightly

widened and very effectively polished by forcing 3/^ diameter

hardened-steel ball-bearings down the barrel using a drill

press and lubricating the ball-bearings with light machine

oil. The result was an extremely smooth surface (even under

a microscope neither scratches nor ridges could be discerned)

and a circular hole. A manganin wire was soldered to the

tapered region, just below the groove, providing the other

electrical connection to the capacitor.

(iii) Assembly Circular spacers were fashioned from

teflon rod and were machined to be a very tight fit both

onto the protrusions on the inner rod and into the outer

tube. The spacers were trimmed to an almost rectangular

shape in cross-section to allow the flow path along the

spacer to be large relative to the flow path in the annular
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gap of the capacitor. The inner rod was forced up the tube

until the surface of the top spacer was flush with the

surface milled out to receive the Kodial of the glass-metal

seal.

Into the cavity below the rod, a 27il Allen-Bradley carbon

thermometer was inserted. Also, in one of the capacitors, a

small manganin wire-wound heater was inserted. A teflon

plug with holes drilled through for the electrical leads

was fitted into the base of the tube. In the second capacitor

a 0.5 mm diameter cupro-nickel tube protruded just through

this plug. (This was originally connected to a needle

valve but after the needle valve proved unreliable, this tube

was sealed with solder). The capacitors were then placed in

a mould, and the ends sealed over using Stycast.

The capacitors were leak-checked at room and liquid

nitrogen temperatures using a helium mass spectrometer, and

re-checked after then had been soldered using Woods' metal,

onto the experimental beaker. The brass tube was then

insulated with PTFE tape and stainless-steel cylinders were

placed about the capacitors, extending about one centimetre

above the end of the glass- metal seal and about an equal

distance below the Stycast. These cylinders, which provided

the screens about the capacitors, were earthed to the

cryostat.

The Gas Handling System

Pure helium gas was stored under pressure in a gas

cylinder (about 7-4 litres in volume) strapped to the

framework supporting the electrical measuring system. The
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gas was taken from the cylinder to the top flange of the

cryostat via 3-" copper tubing, and to maintain vibration

isolation flexible bellows connections were used to link

the tubing whenever it passed from one framework to another.

Immediately after the gas cylinder, a liquid nitrogen

charcoal trap was placed in the line. An outlet to the

vacuum pump was also fixed to the charcoal trap to enable

the tubing and the experimental beaker to be evacuated. A

pressure meter was fitted to the line just before the Hoke

valve into which the cupro-nickel tubing leading down to the

experimental beaker was soldered. This is schematically

illustrated in Figure VI.4.

Once assembled, the gas>handling system and experimental

beaker were flushed through with helium gas and evacuated

using an oil diffusion pump several times. Additionally,

before each experiment, the system was again purged at

liquid nitrogen temperatures. Between experiments the

system was left under vacuum.

When an experiment had been prepared, the charcoal trap

was pressurised using the gas cylinder which was then sealed

off from the rest of the gas handling system. The Hoke valve

to the capillary tubing was opened and helium gas was slowly

allowed into the tubing until the gauge at the head of the

tubing read atmospheric pressure. All valves were then

sealed, and liquid helium was transferred into the helium

dewar. Once a bath temperature of about 1.2K had been

reached, the tubing between the charcoal trap and the Hoke

valve was brought up to atmospheric pressure. The trap was
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then sealed and the Hoke valve opened until the gauge read

ten inches mercury. The valve to the capillary was closed

and the gas allowed to condense down the capillary tubing

These last two stages were repeated. This allowed the

experimental beaker to be filled in a controllable manner

without flooding both reservoirs with liquid helium.

Measuring Equipment

The capacitance of the two capacitors was measured

using two ASL 1055 Manual Displacement Bridges. Tne

standard capacitors used for both bridges were General Radio

10 pP standard capacitors. These were placed in a poly¬

styrene lined box to minimize drift due to temperature

variation in the laboratory. The capacitance bridge had an

accuracy greater than 1% full-scale deflection. With a

capacitance of 1 pP and a cable capacitance of 100 pP, using

a band-width of 0.3 Hz, a change of 10 ^pP could have been

detected. The temperature drift was zero in the balance

position and 0.1% per degree celcius in the off-balance

position.

The off-balance signals from the bridges were recorded

on a two-pen Servoscribe chart recorder.

When driven flow was being examined, the following

electrical system was used (a block diagram is shown in

Figure VT.5):

A labpak supplied a d.c. voltage from 0.2 volts to

10 volts as the input of an integrating circuit which had

two possible time constants (given by RG = 33 and RC = 4-7

seconds). The output from this integrator was thus a



voltage increasing from zero volts to a maximum of 10 volts.

The linearity of the output was checked over the time range

using the chart recorder. The voltage could be linearly

decreased by reversing the polarity of the labpak. There

was an upward drift on the integrator at zero volts input.

This rate was less than when any of the ranges were used,

and did not affect the output if a definite voltage was

applied to the input of the integrator.

The output from the integrating circuit served as the

input to a square-root circuit constructed using a Texas

Instrument Decoder chip. The output was equal to the

square root to ten times the input voltage, provided

the input was negative with respect to earth. The accuracy

was checked by feeding in voltages and measuring the output

using a digital voltmeter. The graph of 9a (\/ , against

^ yielded the equation

+ 0.5030 JU (VUp^ ,

as compared with the theoretical

^ (Vouk= M3I3 0-000 .

The correlation coefficient of the experimental straight

line plot was 0.999996, suggesting a small bias voltage

but an accurate square root function.

The output from the square root function was fed into

a Lansing High Voltage D G Amplifier (Model 80.310) and

from this, the voltage was applied across the capacitor.

The maximum voltage applied was 140 volts; the voltage
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necessary for dielectric breakdown was about 150 volts. The

Lansing amplifier also had a terminal whose output was a two-

hundredth of the output to the capacitors. This was used to

monitor the voltage on the Servoscribe recorder.

Precautions were taken to ensure the absence of ground

loops in the electronics, and the leads to the capacitors

were very carefully shielded to prevent any cross-talk,

particularly between the two capacitance bridges.
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CHAPTER VII

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF THE

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

(i) Equation Of Motion

The basic equation governing the flow of the superfluid

is given by

1* * v = -

where v is the superfluid velocity, is the chemical

potential and D is some dissipative function dependent on the

superfluid velocity. The chemical potential is found from

yX - yU0( PJ W Y V2 -v ^ - |n
where j^a is the chemical potential for bulk liquid and <Vsn
is the van der Waals energy for a film of thickness S .

Consider the experimental beaker (Figure VI.l) and

integrate the equation of motion along a streamline from

one arm (reservoir) to the second. Then

|-t J vdf - sAT +-1AP -v- qz =. - J

where AT and /\P are the difference in temperature and

pressure between the two reservoirs and z is the level

difference between them. If at any time the flow rate along

the flow path is constant i.e. Ci^V = constant, then the flow
rate is defined at any point along the flow path by

q^V =
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where is the cross-sectional area of the film. Experi¬

mentally, it is the change in the levels of the reservoirs

which is measured; writing

OfdWf) = -| A,3tM
allows v in the equations above to be replaced by the rate

of change of level difference z:

where A is the reduced area of the two reservoirs (A= \ + Kg.).
If the dissipation is dominated by its occurrence over a

length 1 where v is at its largest value (for example, along

a constriction where is smaller than elsewhere along the

flow path) the above equation can be written as

Ijd ~(s~e +3Z = -Dwt
where

\ p
/\P = ^=-/VT has been made.

A further relationship between the temperature difference

and the level difference can be found by considering

conservation of entropy. Since the superfluid carries no

entropy, the change in the total entropy of each reservoir

must equal the heat flow where T — T,-Tg_ , that is,

= -*AT/r

and

= kAT/^ .

has been replaced by I and the assumption that
"T
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As s is a function of T, the derivative "tt ,
o. u q~T c\t V dt

where c is the specific heat. This yields the equation

4 AT -v £ AT + sAI dz = 0 _ (a^cV \j ^
-i -i

where V is the reduced volume (V = \/ + V, ) and VA is the

effective thermal conductivity such that Q. = ±.KAT. This

equation allows the removal of the AT term in equation (l),

resulting in a third order equation in z.

The integral I contains the cross-sectional area of

the film , which is the product of the film thickness and

the perimeter at all points along the flow path. The

perimeter is fixed by the geometry of the experimental

apparatus; the film thickness is a function both of the height

of any point above the bulk liquid level and of the super-

fluid velocity (Kontorovich, 1956 ):

S=A(i||Vh)"Vn .

The change in film thickness due to a change in velocity Av

is given by

-

_ at. _4y_
X3

S "" f 3" fM

During most of these experiments, h was of the order of 5 cm

and v "25 cm s \ so that with a van der Waals* exponent of

n = 3. A% - 2.5 x 10 5 x/\v at low temperatures. Thus,

when calculating the film thickness during dynamic equilibrium

conditions, the mean value of v only was used, as even

relatively large changes in v will not significantly alter

the value of the film thickness.
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(ii) Data Collection

In order to introduce bulk liquid into the experimental

beaker, helium gas was condensed into one of the arms of the

beaker and the liquid was transferred to the other arm via

flow through the helium film. The levels in the two arms were

monitored using two capacitance bridges and the output from

the bridges recorded on a two-channel chart recorder. As

the "empty" reservoir filled up, there was a slow and fairly

irregular response on the chart recorder, until the dead

volume had filled up and the bulk liquid had reached the

narrow annular region where the area of the reservoir was

uniform and well defined. Measurements were not taken until

then. By that time, however, the bath temperature was stable

and well regulated. As the levels decayed towards equilibrium,

it was necessary to continually adjust the null of the

capacitance bridges. These adjustments were used to calibrate

the sensitivity of the traces (in terms of chart deflection

per capacitance change) and additionally, once equilibrium

had been reached, the balance point on the bridge was

adjusted on either side of the null position to confirm the

sensitivity measurement. Because thermal cycling produced

small changes in the valves of the capacitors in the two

arms, and because it was not possible to meter accurately

the volume of gas condensed into the experimental beaker,

the equilibrium position of the bulk liquid in the reservoirs

was different from day to day and can only be deduced from

the observed period of the potential oscillations and from

the position on the chart recorder traces when the "empty"
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capacitor first showed a large response to changes in the

bulk liquid level.

The initial flow to equilibrium was initiated by the

level difference between the "full" and "empty" reservoirs.

Flow was also initiated by applying a d.c. voltage across

one of the capacitors while monitoring the response on the

other capacitor. Applying an electric field across the helium

forming the dielectric of the capacitor, changes its chemical

potential. This change is most conveniently expressed as

an equivalent change in level in the reservoir, h , given by

L
_ TT £„ (cr- 0V£

v "" £<3 in ( b/aA

where V is the applied voltage, is the cross-sectional

area of the capacitor, and b and a are the outer and inner

radii of the concentric capacitor. If a voltage V is

applied across the one capacitor, then the change in

chemical potential (characterized by hv) will draw helium

from the other reservoir until the chemical potentials again

balance; if the change in that reservoir is h^, then

hj, = -§h . This was used to confirm that the two capacitors
were nearly identical: the change in capacitance (level of

liquid) was monitored for a given voltage across the other

capacitor; the results showed that the areas are the same to

1% (of the order of the error in the measured values).

Experimental data was taken from the chart recorder

traces. The slopes of the lines were measured to yield the

flow rate o* , and the times at which changes in the slope

first occurred. Thus most of the data consisted of a series
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of times between which flow rates (measured as pF sec

were constant. As it was not possible to monitor the level

in the reservoir across which a d.c. voltage was applied,

data has been calculated from the measured changes in the

other reservoir. The flow rate was defined by

Or = At / ("£. Tr M z - *
c m. se.c

where A,h, is the rate of volume change in the measured

reservoir, and R is the radius of the smallest constriction

in the flow path (the capillary tube of Figure VI.l). The

superfluid velocity can then be obtained from

\j — -fo ^ cm sec

The rate of change of level in one arm is related to the rate

of change of level in the other by

^ " A

At equilibrium, z = 0 (since h^ includes any effect of h ),
so integrating z from the time the level first moved from or

crossed over the equilibrium position to any time t, gave

the level difference z(t) as a function of time.

(iii) Accuracy

Temperature Stability. Once the required temperature

had been reached by reducing the vapour pressure, it was

controlled using an Oxford Instruments resistance bridge.

As described in Chapter VT, the temperature detector for the

bridge was a 2f SI Allen-Bradley miniature carbon resistor,
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and the offset was used to drive a current through a 250

wire-wound resistor. It was found that the best position for

the detector was inside the sealed glass vessel in which the

experimental beaker hung. The heater resistor used was out¬

side this vessel in the main liquid helium bath. The carbon

resistor was cycled many times and then calibrated against the

temperature, calculated from the vapour pressure (measured
\ 4

using a mercury manometer; as given in the 1958 He Scale of

Temperatures. When checking stability, a second resistance

bridge was used to measure the temperature inside one of the

arms of the experimental beaker. (Because of the power dis¬

sipated during measurement, temperature inside the arm of the

beaker was not measured during experiments). Stability was

measured attV^uKat T — 1.2K. Calibration of the detector

resistor between 1.2K and 4K gave a straight line fit, T ^ -

5.0947 IhH + 4.9753, with a correlation coefficient of 0.998,

but because measuring temperature from the resistance bridge

meant interrupting either the experiments or the control of

temperature, temperatures were measured during runs using the

vapour pressure of the helium bath.

Instrument Sensitivity. The liquid levels were monitored

using the ASL Model 1055 Manual Dispalcement meter. This is a

ratio arm transformer bridge where the tapping position on a

winding is altered until the signal passing through the variable

capacitor balances that passing through a standard capacitor.
g

A sensitivity of one part in 10 is possible. The nominal

capacitance of the capacitors was ~12.2 pF when flooded by

liquid helium at 1.2K. As has already been said,' the
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capacitance was not constant from day to day, and therefore

no absolute measures of liquid level could be made.

Discrimination of levels less than 0.5 micron are theoreti¬

cally possible using the bridge; however, the physical

linearity and construction of the capacitors limits the

resolution. The parallel-ness and smoothness of the

capacitors was of the order of 0.1%. That would limit the

resolution to + 3 micron.

Measurement Errors. The measurements taken off the

chart recorder traces were those of time and of slopes. The

sensitivity of the chart recorder was adjusted so that either

the chart span equaled full scale deflection of the ASL

capacitance bridge or, when flow was initiated by a voltage

across one capacitor, the chart span was able to measure the

extremes of the oscillations when the voltage was turned on

_2
or off. The sensitivity was of the order of 10 pF per

_5
chart span: this suggests a resolution of 10 pF. This

error is smaller than the + 3imposed by the physical

manufacture.

The error in measuring time was much greater and

depended on the chart speed used. The chart speeds varied

from 60 cm min ^ to 3 cm min \ and the best resolution

possible (because of the width of the traces) was ± 0.02 cm,

an error of approximately ■§• second at the slow chart speeds

At slow speeds, changes in slope (and hence changes in the

flow rate, (y ) were harder to distinguish, and in particular,

where the slope change was less well defined. The discrim¬

ination in the slopes ranged from 0.1% to 2% and the error
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in the duration of each rate of flow could be as high as 2%.

When integrating the slopes to obtain the level difference,

a cumulative error could be introduced from the errors in

time and in the slopes. Except for the initial run-in, the

flows that were initiated went from one equilibrium position

to another. At each equilibrium position, the difference in

chemical potential between the reservoirs must be zero. This

means that the effective level difference (including the effect

due to voltage, h ) must be zero. In calculating the level

difference, a percentage correction was applied such that this

condition was true. The percentage correction varied in sign

and was between 4 and 10%. This correction reflects the

condition JL , " a
(21 01 At,) e = (st + £0(At,-* .

Assuming that products of the errors can be neglected,
f* °

(H Qq AO e - X .

If the e are a constant fraction for each pair ( , Acq), then

(71 A,At,) e. - n (.Q--v-At.^7
Taking a value for the errors £. of 5% for both Cf and At (as

the slope measurement involves time, it seems reasonable to

suppose that the errors in the rates of flow and in time

should be of the same order), and using n = 6 with typical

value of the means <5* and /ht,

7* 10e. =- <o C 8 « lo"5 < 0.10 -+-5 k 4JO7.

e is found to be 6%, of the same order as the error in time.

Except where otherwise stated, the error in the flow rate or

the superfluid velocity will be taken as 7% (the mean of the

percentage correction values).
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(iv) The Run-in

The run-in was defined as that period of measurement from

the time when the bulk liquid level in both reservoirs had

reached the narrow annular region where the cross-sectional

areas are well defined, to the point in time when the levels

first reached their equilibrium position. The last part of

such a. run-in as measured by the change in capacitance of

one reservoir is shown in Figure VII.1. Also shown are the

inertial oscillations that follow the run-in as the levels

oscillate about the equilibrium position. From the slope of

the trace (chart roll divisions sec "*") and the sensitivity

of the chart recorder (pF per chart roll division), the rate

of capacitance change in a reservoir could be calculated

(pF sec Dividing by the change in capacitance per unit

length (pF cm "*") and multiplying by the cross-sectional area

of the reservoir (cm ) yielded the volume flow into (or out

of) the reservoir (cm^sec "*"). This can be expressed either

as the flow rate (T = volume flow /(circumference of smallest
2 —1

constriction) (cm sec ) or as the superfluid velocity,

V = x volume flow / (^ x film area) (cm sec "*") where the
film area is the cross-section area of the helium film in

the smallest constriction.

To obtain the level difference which is responsible

for driving the liquid helium from one reservoir to the

other, the trace was considered in reverse, namely, from

the position of equilibrium backwards, until one of the

liquid levels left the well-defined narrow annular region.

The measured flow rates CfL were constant for a time period
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The volume of liquid flowing out of one reservoir during At;,

was thus 2tcR crc AA (where 2-rrR is the circumference of the

restriction) and the change in liquid level in that capacitor

was given by

Ah-(A = 2,-rr Rcr, At,/A

A similar expression exists simultaneously for the second

reservoir, where the flow is in the opposite sense:

= - AnRtf, At:/At .

Hence the change in the level difference was

A"z.c = Ah,(0 — A

=, AtyR R, Ate ( V/K, " V//A^

- At, /A .

If this is integrated (summed), then the level difference

as a function of time is

Z. (tA = 2rr CTi_, (t, - tt. A
L=l

where a flow rate CT, is constant from time t. to timeL
1

t.
m

Figures VII.2 - VII.4 show the level difference a

plotted as a function of time, at three different temperatures.

The straight lines are a least squares fit to the data. The

method of calculating z involves summing the , so that

every data point shown has resulted from a change in the

measured flow rate if-. This can be accentuated by plotting
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the measured flow rate as a function of the calculated level

difference, as in Figures VII.5 - VII.7. These show that

the rate of level change is only very approximately linear,

that changes in rate can both increase and decrease and that

there is not a pattern that emerges which is common to all

three figures, either in respect of the changes in flow rate,

or in respect of the relationship between the flow rate and

the driving force (this will be further discussed together

with the results of driven flow).

The nearly linear decay of the level difference with

time has been used to indicate the existence of a limiting

or critical superfluid velocity whose value is obtained from

the slope of Figures VII.5 - VII.7. The straight lines

represent the following flow rates:

At T = I 340 , cr = a -34 * 10 S sec.

T = , *- = 8-73 .10-" cm'

T = \ -2.1 EL , T = 1-b^ *lCf5 cr

The superfluid velocity V was found from

V ^ 5:
& e

where the film thickness & is

-Vn

-I

s = A (iff + hV
Taking a van der Waals exponent of n = J>, and using the

-6
value of k = 4.0 x 10 cm , the corresponding velocity

v could be calculated. The value of h, the height of film

in the dissipative area, was found from the geometry of the

experimental beaker and from the liquid level in the narrow

10
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annular region as inferred from the maximum level difference

shown on the run-ins (figures VI.2 - VI.4). The values

obtained are:

^ - \-340
> v ■=. 23'3 cm sec"1

T = 1(183
J v — 23'8 C_m SSC- ' ,

T —- 1.2.12 , v - 2.3-3 cm, sec-1 .

The equations of motion suggest that if there was zero

acceleration then

C^Z. = -tXvJ I
The form of the dissipation function that has recently

most often been applied to the flow of superfluid helium is

that suggested by Langer and fisher (1967):

D - «f H f £-Vv
where q^ is the cross-sectional area over which dissipation
occurs, K =%\ is the quantum of circulation and f, the

attempt frequency, and vb , the barrier velocity, are the
two parameters of the equation. If the flow was 'critical',

then

f 0 1 af K £ \ -1
vc = I ^ )

Typical values for f and v^, obtained from an experimental
beaker similar to the one used in this work (Campbell et al

[1976]) are

0 2-^ _ 11 10 sec

v ^ \h>00 cm sec."'vk
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Thus, if the Langer-Fisher dissipation function were to fit

the experimental results, the theory would suggest a 'critical'

velocity of the order of 40 cm sec for a level difference

of 1 cm.

To see whether Langer-Fisher or any other theory fitted

the experimental data, it was necessary to solve the complete

equations of motion (Equations [l] and [2] of section [i]).

Expressed in terms of the level difference z, this becomes

where e =m/^ , b = (s- ^ ) and woa = 3^ /(^ Al") *
This equation would require prior knowledge of the parameters

of the dissipative function and is not in a suitable form to

allow a graphical test of the function to the experimental

data.

Two assumptions can be made:

(i) Since the data consisted of a series of constant

flow rates, the second derivative of the flow rate must be

very small and = 0. To get the form of the equation

into a suitable form, an assumption must also be made about

the rate of change of the dissipative factor, namely, .either

d£)(v)//^ = 0 or . This would yield the equation
d t.

fi - 4-1 -si

(ii) If, in equation (2), ^ &T = 0, then an equation
dfc

similar to (ja) can be obtained

fp. + it + ^ = ^
S4



This assumption can be justified by considering the mag¬

nitudes of the terms in equation (2). Taking a value of

= 15 x 10 ^m sec (the slopes of Figures VII. 2 - VII.4)

and assuming = 0, AT^8 x 10 ^K. The magnitudes of

the terms ^AT / ( cAA K AT / £c_V ") are both
-5 -1

-2 x 10 K sec ; thus even a change in AT of one hundred

per cent over one second will only affect the result by 2%.

Furthermore, Campbell et al (1976) have shown that in the

oscillatory region of the flow, the better accuracy of the

two approximations can be found by considering the geometrical

and thermodynamic properties of the experimental system. For

the experimental apparatus used in this work, = 0 is

the better approximation (see Appendix).

If the Langer-Fisher dissipation function can be applied,

then

I) (y\ - K £ 2. Tr R. S exp (_— vb J\j 3

where 2nRS is the cross-sectional area of film over which

dissipation occurs. Thus equation (3d) can be expressed as

F = G"p exp C-Vb M

and a plot of ln(F/&) against ( Vv) would yield a straight

line of slope -v^ and intercept equal to ln(f). Such a

plot is shown in Figure VII.8 and illustrates the inadequacy

of the Langer-Fisher model in explaining the experimental

results. That it would not be satisfactory was apparent

from Figure VII.5. The function F is dominated by the

term in z; for the Langer-Fisher model to hold, the flow

*15
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rate should fall off exponentially at least at lower level

differences. Flow rates at low level differences will be

Figure VII.1 shows the onset of oscillations following

a run-in. These inertial oscillations arise as the mass of

liquid helium transported in the film transforms the kinetic

energy of flow into potential energy; this change in the

chemical potential drives the liquid helium in a damped

oscillatory fashion. The theoretical basis for these

oscillations was first described by Robinson (l95l). The

equations were derived for flow through narrow channels

and are of the same form as equations (l) and (2), except

that there was no dissipative function in Robinson's

treatment. The damping of the oscillations is due to

thermal effects, because the term proportional to the rate of

change of level difference is dependent on the temperature

difference. The equation which governs the flow of liquid

helium when the intrinsic dissipation can be neglected is

The q- are found by solving the characteristic equation

of the differential equation:

looke at in section (vi).

(v) Oscillations

The general solution to this equation is of the form

17



p
The appendix shows the detailed calculation both for 00

(from = ^^ai) for the roots of the above equation; at
a temperature of T = 1.2K the solution is

A - CI 42»io33t-
z(l) = A, £ + e Si>n.[ Co.-afe^L + p ]

the decay of the first term is very much more rapid than

the second (after one second e ^2»74t _ ^ x ]_o whereas

e~9.42 x 10 t _ so -that it can be neglected and the

solution

■Z.CD = A e sic, (q.at + 0 }

is that of a second order differential equation. Campbell

et al (1976) in discussing the two approximations that will

give rise to a second order differential equation, have

shown that whenever (H-l)/G<l, then the approximation

0 gives a smaller error than the approximation

_ 0. The expression ( H - 1 )/ G can be written as

S' ^ S 4§c.V) ■

For the apparatus used, ( H- 1 )/ G — 0.7j hence the use of

the approximation = 0 (for definitions see Appendix).
Because of the small error in approximating the equation

of motion through vadue °f dhe thermal

conductivity was deduced from the observed period and

damping, using the equation

^0(IK| ^ C00a (l-^s -



For the experimental results at 1.212 K, the period of

the oscillations was measured and the logarithmic decay

constant was calculated from a plot such as Figure VII.9.
z —2 —2

These give a value for &J0 of 6.847 x 10 sec , about 2%

higher than the predicted value given in the appendix. As

has been stated by other researchers, for example, Hallock

and Flint (1974 )> the Robinson description of the behaviour

of a system linked via the superfluid helium, is in good

quantitative agreement with these experimental results.

Oscillations were also observed after changes to the

chemical potential of one reservoir by applying a voltage

across the reservoir. Figure VII.10 shows the response to

a step change of voltage as monitored on the second reservoir.

The traces show alternatively, the application of a voltage,

followed by the removal of the voltage (the second and fourth

traces are upside down). These too, show the same charac- ■

teristics as the oscillations after the run-in. Figure VII.11

shows the average decay constant.

(vi) Driven Flow

It has already been stated that applying a voltage V

across one of the reservoir capacitors would result in a

change in the chemical potential equal to a change in level

of
h = l>e.

A?_ p ^ W
Suddenly applying a voltage of 140V was equivalent to applying

a step change in the level of the reservoir of about

310 x 10 ^m. This method of producing a change in the

chemical potential has three major advantages over the more
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conventional means of driving flow:

1) The means of applying the drive is free of any

mechanical linkage system (bellows or plunger) whose movement

can induce vibrational oscillations.

2) There is no thermal change is applying a voltage across

the capacitor and the leads to the capacitor can readily be

thermally anchored to prevent conduction of heat into the

experimental system.

j) The control over the drive system is very precise as

voltage can easily be regulated.

If the voltage applied across the capacitor is such that

the chemical potential increases or decreases linearly with

time, then there will be an out-or inflow of liquid helium into

that reservoir trying to maintain a zero chemical potential

difference between the two reservoirs. At any instant of time,

the"level" in the reservoir across which a voltage was being

applied is

and the level in the second reservoir would be

K Li) = ^ fcrdtAi j

Thus the equivalent level difference at time t was

^ Icrdk .

If h (t) is linear with time, then if hv(t) goes from a value
of zero at t = 0 to a maximum value of h at t = T , then

v
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Kfo ~ for t ^ t
Z

kv(tN kv for L > Z

As for the run-in, urdt is replaced by the sum of the discrete1
flow rates over the time:

f
Urdb = <r-_(

A

The chart recorder traces for the driven flow were of the

level in the one capacitor and of the voltage applied across

the other capacitor. Thus, the same information as used during

the run-in on rates of flow and the times over which the flow

was constant could be obtained. As explained in Chapter VI,

the voltage across the capacitor was varied with time so that

chart recorder trace allowed a more accurate measure of Z and

provided a means of synchronizing the flow to the beginning

of the drive. Since the range of equivalent level differences

is small where using an applied voltage to drive the liquid

helium from one reservoir to the other, it was hoped that the

results would be able to throw some light on the results of

the run-ins.

Examples of driven flow at T = 1.203 K are shown in

Figures VII.12 and VII.13. Plotted on the graphs are the

liquid level in the measured reservoir, the chemical potential

change due to the applied voltage (expressed as an equivalent

liquid level h ), the flow rate and the equivalent pressure

where Z is the (variable) time taken to reach V . TheN
max

>04-
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head driving the flow, z(t), as defined in the earlier

equations. Considering Figure VII. 12, a dotted line, )jh ,

indicates the way the liquid level in the measured reservoir

would change if there could he an instantaneous and ideal

superfluid response to the change in the chemical potential

due to the applied voltage across the second reservoir. The

solid line shows the actual change in the level of the reservoir.

There were several obvious features to the observed results:

(i) There was a delay before the level in the measured

reservoir changed.

(ii) Looking at the level changes alone, they appear to

change approximately linearly with time.

(iii) When driven over longer periods (generally greater

than thirty seconds), the change in level often crossed over

the line of -J-h (see Figure VII. 13).

(iv) The flow rate both increased and decreased during

driven flow, seemingly independently of the direction in which

the driving force for the flow was changing.

Some of these results are explicable; collectively, they

do not fit comfortably into any of the theories discussed in

Chapter V. The delay before flow commenced seems partly

due to the need to overcome the inertia of the mass of helium

film before the driving force will accelerate it into

movement. A reasonable time to use would be approximately

one-quarter of the period of the inertial oscillations.

Table VII.1 gives the average observed time delays and also

the average chemical potential (expressed as an equivalent

level difference between the reservoirs) before flow actually

no



commenced. The delay times were all within the quarter-

pex'iod time of the inertial oscillations; the equivalent

pressure head that had been reached by the time flow commenced

was not constant, even at the same temperature and there was

a distinct difference between flow driven upwards (i.e. while

the voltage was increasing) and flow driven downwards, despite

the geometrical symmetry of the experimental beaker.

One set of experiments was carried out at T = 1.203 K

using a very slowly changing voltage as the driving force. The "

change in chemical potential due to the applied voltage was

equivalent to a change in liquid level of 310 x 10 ^m. The

voltage was over four times: increasing over six minutes,

decreasing over six-and-a-half minutes, increasing over

thirty minutes and decreasing over fifty-six minutes. These

results are shown in Figure VII.13. Two results might have

been expected: that the helium film flow would remain in

a state of dynamic equilibrium whereby the increase in chemical

potential due to the applied voltage would be balanced by the

decrease as fluid left the reservoir via film flow, and that

the behaviour of the film flow would be simpler and thus

provide some means of explaining the results of Figure VII.12.

However, Figure VII.13 shows many of features of the former

figure. Of interest, is the observation of stable flow rates

whose magnitude is one hundred times smaller than that reported

in the literature (Figure VII.13h). The values of the flow

rate correspond to superfluid velocity of 0.3 to 0.03 cm sec

It is unlikely that so small a driving force could have been

applied by any other method than that of applying a slowly
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changing voltage across the capacitor-reservoir.

The nearly linear rate of change in level that was

noticed during the run-in (Figure VII.2), is also seen

during driven flow. As before, the plot of liquid level

against time, disguises the changing flow rate as the

graphs of flow rate against time show.

The way in which the flow rate changed during the driven

flow is contradictory to the present theories on dissipation

in the helium film. The Iordanskii-Langer-Fisher theory

suggests that the rate of change of flow rate would be

proportional to the exponentional of the "barrier" flow rate

divided by the flow rate (Langer & Fisher, 1967); Harris-

Lowe theory proposes a rate of change of flow rate proportional

to the three halves power of the difference between the flow

rate and some "critical" flow rate (Harris-Lowe, 1977)* Both

these theories require that the flow rate should be a monotonic

function of the parameter used as the measure of the driving

chemical potential force. As suggested by Figures VII.12 and

VII.13, the experimental results obtained are multi-valued

functions of the effective level difference, z.

The results of driven flow can be divided into two parts.

The first part concerns the results obtained while the

applied voltage was changing; the second, the results obtained

when the applied voltage was constant but there still existed

a difference in the chemical potential of the two reservoirs.

The dependence of the flow rate on the effective pressure head

is shown in Figures VII.14 - VII.16, for both types of results.

In all cases, although a curve rising exponentionally towards

11a
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some constant value (as would be expected from the thermal

nucleation theories) could have been drawn through the

data, the scatter would have been too large to draw any

conclusions about the dissipation function in the helium

film. Instead, it was decided to look at that part of the

data which showed a monotonic increase in flow rate with

increasing effective pressure head.

Two functional forms were tried:

(i) A straight line fit of the data in the form of

logarithm of the effective pressure head against the inverse

of the flow rate (it has already been shown in the section

on the run-in, that the term in z dominates the other terms

that should be included in a functional fit to the Langer and

Fisher prediction), and

(ii) A straight line fit of the data expressed as the

logarithm of the flow rate as a function of the logarithm of

the effective pressure head (this form, mentioned in Chapter V,

was suggested as being appropriate to dissipation in the

helium film).

The criterion used to decide between the two forms was

the correlation coefficient of the straight line to the data.

Table VII.2 lists the results. In almost every case the

correlation coefficient for the second form is closer to

■unity when compared to those for the first form. Graphs of

the fit of the data to lntj against In z are given in Figures

VII.17 - VII.24, and the details of the straight lines in

Table VII.3. Three-quarters of the lines obtained are nearly

coincident.
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It has already been shown in section (iv) that in

equation (3h) describing the equation of motion of the

superfluid, the term in z is dominant among the terms on

the left hand side of the equation. Using this to simplify

the equation and incorporating the form of the dissipation

function suggested by the experimental results,

l=d= (-PJ? f4 \ £sb )

or £y\ ~Z. - = C (f)(?5 8") c J!/a ^

The straight line intercept would yeild the value of f,

the gradient, the value of c. From Table VII.3>

slope = 0.570

and intercept = 3.35

5 2 -1
where z is in microns and or in units of 10 cm sec . The

value of f will change according to the value of ; as cJ0

is a temperature dependent parameter, the value of f will

have the inverse temperature dependence.

The changes in flow rate shown in Figures VII.12 and VII.13

are shown in more detail in Figures VII.25 and VII.26. The

only theory which allows for macroscopic changes in the flow

rate is that of Vinen (1958;'196la). Flow steps have been

studied (although not in terms of the Vinen theory) by

Turkington et al (1972). The steps observed do not fall into

distinct patterns: there was a peak in the distribution of

-5 2 -1
values of flow rate at about = 8 x 10 cm sec

(corresponding to a superfluid velocity of about 25 cm sec ^);
there was no indication of any forbidden rate of flow.
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(vii) Conclusions

Helium film flow has been studied for some thirty years.

Luring that time there have been many advances in the under¬

standing of the properties of liquid helium and many theories

have been put forward to explain the experimental data that

has been collected. The original concept of a ''critical"

velocity has been superceded by one in which the time rate of

change of velocity is too small to be experimentally observed.

There have, however, been only two theories on the dissipation

in helium flow that seem to have been able to explain the

observed experimental results. The Vinen theory has been

successfully applied to thermal counterflow in narrow channels

(Childers & Tough, 1975)* The basis of this theory, discussed

in Chapter IV, was the dynamic equilibrium of a tangled mass

of vortex lines. The Iordanskii-Langer-Pisher theory, modified

to allow for temperature dependent parameters, has been used

to explain experimental results near T^, and its use has been
extended to lower temperatures.

The experimental data presented in this thesis does not

show the agreement previously reported with the thermal

fluctuation theories, at least not in the form usually used.

The flow rate would appear to have been dominated throughout

by flow steps, whose existence has been reported, but whose

significance has not found its way into any theory of

dissipation. Superfluid velocities have been observed having

values as low as 0.03 cm sec ^ and restricting the data to

those when the flow rate is a monotonic function of the

driving force supports the original suggestion of Langer and
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Reppy's, that if thermal fluctuation theory is to be applied

to film flow, the mechanism to consider is vortex lines

parallel to the free surface, and not the vortex ring. No

support is found for the Harris-Lowe theory, the existence of

a critical velocity, v , cannot be deduced from the experimental

data, and the power dependence of the superfluid velocity.would

be roughly V3, and not the"3/^ predicted. The use, however, of

an empirical formulation of the equilibrium of a length of

vortex line is the only one that allows the multi-valued

dependence of velocity on driving force observed.

The experimental apparatus used is not dissimilar to that

used by Campbell et al (197&) i*1 their experiments. One reason

for the great difference between their results and those

presented here, may be the value of a^l, the annular cylinder
formed by helium film in the narrow capillary where the

dissipation should dominate the flow. In Campbell's apparatus
-6 3

a^l has a value of approximately J x 10 cm while in the
-8 3

apparatus used for this work, a^l — 8 x 10 cm .
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APPENDIX

CALCULATION OF 6Q.AND

SOLUTION TO EQUATION OP MOTION

(i) Calculation of

In Chapter VII, was defined as

^ = 3&/gAX
where t^

The area of the film a^(l) is the product of the perimeter
and the film thickness S where

S = a (4 +

h being the height of the film above the bulk level and
—8

a = 4.0 x 10 m for a glass surface.

The apparatus is sketched below:

X
&

i

X

a

j X
I

0

f
©

k" I = 3 5"l0m R — \-\b< 10 m

k" - 13« t"= 2-0x io_i rr.

k'
W ~ 1-0 k f' = W>

h = 3-0x1 <>"*+ r x- l

k liquid fn
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As each section is cylindrical,

,Z
X

r* J_ ^ -

= j zrr r(l) S[t

,-L- -

rlD

Letting *4. % letting liq be the helium level

below the top of the capacitors, and using a van der Waals

coefficient of n = 3,

2Tra.T= iM'" 4 l.Al(b-vh^'r-(U^]
4-r' I

\*'3 „ , ,

XjL [ ( b+^+^W) - (b-tb+W') 1
4r"L

-v

4r

4- ( b + b + W + W
Using the values for the run-in at 1.212K, where V = 0.2X2. ns%e<L~

and hence b = 2.-7 < IO 3 <v^ %

2ttol.I»cio4/3= q.©7 + n-56 + n-5544-14

- 8X06 .

This shows that the largest contribution to the integral

was the capillary section, and the value of I was then

X = 5-5A-X 10° «r
•3 _i

_l— — -j- -s • yJ tf~

Hence

00^ — b- * 10 s€t- a •

(ii) Equation _of Motion

The equation to be solved is

^Z- -4. JX d2z j. &4?K _ A

dt1 ^cV <jt£ "

\Z6



Expressed in non-dimensional form

A32
<*£ dt3 " ^cvTco? de + C0o I1 ^ v r3cv" J at 4 ^0o

The characteristic equation for the differential equation is

* -L f|c-Od^UATy 4 z = 0.

' a3

Letting ^ r _ u . (l-'t^sAT
A=co0 > U- ^cVco0 H =• I + ^cV/ >

Gr 7v^ +H/Y-+C — o

Let A. — ^ --L Q- •

Then,

where

3p^ = O

3P= 3H^! ,

Defining uP =
->z

and V3 = -c^_- (t^ + p'V^ ,

the solution to the equation in y is

<J, -
^ - -£(u+v^ - (v-u\
^ = -L (u+v) - (u--v^

For the experimental system at 1.2K,

G = 8b.S8Z
H - 1 .Z^>\

p - -838 .2l
cl= 2.4^11.
a = -£8.38
v , _£3.S4 •

Ii7



thus ^ = -s-na
yli5 - £8.% ± c o. W 3

giving

X, = - st.^i

^2,5 = - 0.03k ± L 0.S9 °t

and finally

a, = - £2.-74

ai)5 - -q.41x10"^ 4 iO.Z6\ .

Therefore

. -iZZ-14-M _(q.Uxicr3)t , \z.(fc) - A e •+ Qe. ((o.2.<,0t +4)
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